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Preface
This dissertation is based on experimental data obtained during the three year-
period of the PhD. position. All the chapters are mainly based on previous work
which are referenced. They give the state-of-the-art recommended to get a full
understanding of the publications presented afterwards. The publications represent
the main part of the research work carried out by the PhD. student.
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Abstract
This thesis focuses on the bulk properties influencing the temperature coefficients
of solar cells. The conversion efficiency of PV devices degrades with increas-
ing temperature. The temperature coefficient of the open-circuit voltage can be
improved by increasing the open-circuit voltage. Therefore with the continuous
improvement of the conversion efficiencies over the last decades due to the global
R&D efforts, the temperature sensitivity was continuously reduced. The major re-
search question of this thesis is: are there other ways to improve the temperature
sensitivity?
It had been shown prior to the present work, that solar cells made of silicon
processed by upgraded metallurgical routes had beneficial temperature coefficients
compared to cells made of polysilicon. This effect was studied in this work, and it
is shown that no significant difference is observed between cells with distinct com-
pensation levels. This was made on a relatively small compensation level range.
Another influencing parameter on the temperature coefficients is the height at
which the wafer was picked in the ingot to be processed into a solar cell. The best
temperature coefficients are most likely to be found at the top of the ingot. Yet
the cell structure can change this result because of a larger variations of the cell
parameters along the ingot height.
It is known that reducing the bulk resistivity can improve the temperature co-
efficients. In the present work, the role of reducing bulk resistivity is examined
with a focus on the impact on each cell parameter. It is shown that using a cell
structure with a lower series resistance for a given bulk resistivity, is beneficial for
the temperature coefficient of the fill factor.
Light-induced degradation has a negative effect on the cell parameters, espe-
iii
cially the open-circuit voltage. This degrades the temperature coefficients.
Additionally the dependence of the temperature coefficients with irradiance was
investigated. It is shown that the temperature sensitivity is intensified at low irra-
diance due to the decrease of the open-circuit voltage.
In conclusion, it is shown that temperature sensitivity of solar cells can be con-
trolled by adjusting various bulk parameters. The solidification step has a big im-
pact on the temperature coefficients due to the cell parameters variations and the
changes in recombination mechanisms. Moreover light-induced degradation dete-
riorates the temperature sensitivity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Crystalline silicon solar modules have been dominating the worldwide PV market
for several decades. Multicrystalline silicon is the most used material for manufac-
turing solar cells because of a lower production cost than monocrystalline silicon,
and because high efficiencies can be obtained [1]. Silicon produced for the so-
lar industry is called solar-grade silicon (SoG-Si). The degree of purity of silicon
for the solar industry can be slightly lower than for the electronic industry, where
electronic-grade silicon (EG-Si) is used. The silicon produced by the Siemens pro-
cess, which is a chemical purification route, for the electronics and photovoltaic
industries can be referred to as polysilicon.
During the plummet of PV prices that happened from 2008 to 2012 because of a
mismatch between demand and supply, many polysilicon producers went bankrupt.
The polysilicon price has remained below $ 20/kg since 2012 and only the large
and efficient players are surviving. On the other hand the growth of the PV market
is expected to be steady for the next decade at least [2]. The incapacity of the
SoG-Si producers to make short-term profits due to this low silicon price restrain
them from investing in expanding their production capacity. This gave an increased
opportunity for alternative routes to produce cheaper silicon. This low-cost SoG-Si
made by metallurgical routes was expected to mainly be a blend in supply a few
years ago. Yet recent studies have shown that efficiencies very close or equal to the
efficiencies of cells made of polysilicon can be achieved [3, 4, 5].
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SoG-Si obtained by metallurgical processes are often referred to in the literature
as UMG-Si. The term UMG-Si will be used in the following to make the distinction
between polysilicon and silicon purified by metallurgical processes. Obtaining
comparable conversion efficiencies with UMG-Si is very important because the
cost of silicon on a total solar module is rather small. This means that the efficiency
cannot be significantly reduced otherwise the levelized-cost of electricity (LCOE)
would be decreased [6]. In other words, alternative routes to the Siemens process
to produce silicon must achieve a quality similar to the one of SoG-Si, so that any
performance decrease is minimized, or not present on certain cell types.
Additionally, solar cells made of UMG-Si with improved temperature sensitiv-
ities were reported [7, 8, 9, 10]. This beneficial effect is shown, in all studies, to
come from an advantageous increase of the short-circuit current (Isc) with tempera-
ture. The influence of doping compensation on charge carrier mobility and lifetime
is thought to be the cause of this larger increase of the current with temperature.
1.2 Motivation
If we assume that a solar cell made of UMG-Si possesses an almost equal efficiency
(or slightly lower) to a cell made of polysilicon, and at the same time a reduced
temperature sensitivity, then many questions arise. Can solar cells made of UMG-
Si have superior efficiencies than cells made of polysilicon at high temperature?
Or is the efficiency only converging to the one of polysilicon cells? Can a solar
panel made of this feedstock have a better energy yield than modules made of
polysilicon?
Silicon purified by metallurgical routes generally has a lower resistivity to ob-
tain a good ingot yield during solidification. (The addition of gallium allows for a
comparable resistivity, and it is explained in details in subsection 4.3.) And hav-
ing a higher net doping is shown to improve the temperature coefficients [11, 12].
Therefore one can ask what were the resistivities used in the studies where UMG-
Si cells were shown to have reduced temperature sensitivities? And what is the
contribution of a lower resistivity if this was the case?
Generally there is a need to have a better understanding on the temperature
coefficients; to know what are the most influential parameters, to what extent can
they be manipulated, and can the temperature coefficients of all the cells from an
2
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ingot be improved.
1.3 Contribution
The first objective of the author was to control the temperature coefficients by
increasing the compensation level. It was shown that because the compensated
silicon used in this work has low dopant concentrations, no influence was observed.
The second finding is temperature coefficients depend on the ingot height.
Moreover different cell designs will show distinct trends. For instance the best
temperature coefficients of Aluminium-back surface field (Al-BSF) cells are situ-
ated at the top of the ingot. This is explained by the variations of the cell parame-
ters along the ingot height, combined with a change of recombination mechanisms
impacting the temperature coefficients.
The effect of the bulk resistivity on the temperature coefficients is confirmed,
and compensated silicon is proven to be the most suitable material to lower the
resistivity and improve the temperature sensitivity.
Then the effect of light-induced degradation (LID) on the temperature coeffi-
cients is shown to results only from a deterioration of the cell parameters.
Finally, a discussion on the cell performances and temperature coefficients is
made. The impact of the feedstock, if it is compensated or not, and the impurity
concentration on these two parameters is discussed, as well as the relation between
the cell parameters and the temperature coefficients.
1.4 Outline of dissertation
The dissertation is based on a collection of papers. The chapters give all the infor-
mation needed to read and understand fully the publications in the appendices.
The first two chapters present the theory of temperature coefficients and the
basics of compensated material. Then an overview of the temperature coefficients
of compensated silicon solar cells is made, followed by a discussion on the advan-
tages of using compensated silicon for tuning the temperature sensitivity.
Then a summary of the papers is made. This chapter shows also the red line
between the different articles. This is followed by the conclusion where the main
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findings are discussed, and put into perspective.
Finally the six papers are presented in the appendices and the list of these pub-
lications is found in the next subsection.
1.5 Publications
The following papers are appended and they will be referred to by the letters A-F.
All papers were approved in peer-reviewed conferences except paper E which will
be submitted in a journal. The conference papers are printed in their originally
published state.
A) Berthod, C., Strandberg, R. and Odden, J.O., ”Temperature coefficients of
compensated silicon solar cells – influence of ingot position and blend-in-
ratio”, 5th International Conference on Silicon Photovoltaics, SiliconPV
2015 Konstanz, Germany.
B) Søndena˚, R., Berthod, C., Odden, J.O., Søiland, A.K., Wiig, M.S. and Marstein,
E.S., ”Temperature dependent quantum efficiencies in multicrystalline sili-
con solar cells”, 5th International Conference on Silicon Photovoltaics, Sil-
iconPV 2015 Konstanz, Germany.
C) Berthod, C., Strandberg, R., Odden, J.O. and Saetre, T.O., ”Reduced temper-
ature sensitivity of multicrystalline silicon solar cells with low ingot resistiv-
ity”, Photovoltaic Specialist Conference (PVSC), 2016 IEEE 43rd Portland,
Oregon, USA.
D) Berthod, C., Strandberg, R., Odden, J.O. and Saetre, T.O., ”Reduction of tem-
perature coefficients in multicrystalline silicon solar cells after light-induced
degradation”, Photovoltaic Specialist Conference (PVSC), 2015 IEEE 42nd
New Orleans, Louisiana, USA.
E) Berthod, C., Strandberg, R., Odden, J.O. and Saetre, T.O., ”Temperature sen-
sitivity of multicrystalline silicon solar cells”, To be submitted
F) Berthod, C., Strandberg, R., Yordanov, G.H., Beyer, H.G. and Odden, J.O.,
”On the variability of the temperature coefficients of mc-Si solar cells with ir-
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radiance”, 6th International Conference on Silicon Photovoltaics, SiliconPV
2016 Chambery, France.
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Chapter 2
Theory of the temperature coefficients of a
silicon solar cell
Solar cells and PV modules are systematically characterized at standard test condi-
tions (STC), that is 1000 W·m-2, 25°C and air mass (AM) 1.5. These correspond to
the irradiance and spectrum of sunlight incident on a clear day upon a sun-facing
37°-tilted surface with the sun at an angle of 41.81° above the horizon. This con-
dition approximately represents solar noon near the spring and autumn equinoxes
in the northern countries with surface of the cell aimed directly at the sun.
Yet usual operating conditions deviate from STC. Solar modules can reach tem-
peratures above 60°C. The efficiency varies with temperature and in order to take
into account the temperature variations, the general parameter temperature coeffi-
cient is introduced to describe how the power output varies with temperature under
maximum power point operation of a solar cell. In the case of crystalline silicon the
efficiency decreases quasi-linearly with temperature as shown in [13]. Temperature
coefficients for every cell parameter can be derived and they are often presented as
relative temperature coefficients in order to compare different technologies. The
relative temperature coefficient of a parameter X is defined as follows:
βX =
1
X25◦C
∂X
∂Tc
(2.1)
where Tc is the cell temperature. The value is expressed in ppm·K-1 or in %·°C-1
in the literature. Both units are equivalent and the author has chosen to use the
7
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second one.
The first model of temperature coefficients using internal device physics with-
out semi-empirical parameters was made by Green in [13]. In this paper he demon-
strated that the temperature coefficient of a solar cell is mainly driven by the in-
crease of the recombination rate which results from an increased carrier concentra-
tions.
First, a general expression for the relative temperature coefficient of the short-
circuit current (Isc) derived by Green will be presented in the next section. Second,
an improved version of the relative temperature coefficient of the open-circuit volt-
age (Voc) made by Dupre´ et al. in [14] will be introduced in section 2.2. Third,
Zhao et al. [15] included the series resistance effect in the original formulation of
the relative temperature coefficient of the fill factor (FF) made by Green, which
will be presented in section 2.3. Finally, the temperature sensitivity of a solar cell
with the influence of each previous coefficient will be described.
2.1 Temperature coefficient of the short-circuit current
The bandgap of crystalline silicon decreases with temperature as is the case for
most semiconductors. This causes the Isc to increase as a function of temperature.
We can write the Isc as a function of an ideal current Isc,1sun, a collection fraction
f c and a concentration factor X:
Isc = Isc,1sun fc X . (2.2)
The ideal current correspond to the current if all the photons with an energy
above the bandgap are absorbed, and all the generated carriers are collected without
any loss.
After differentiation of Eq. (2.2) the relative temperature coefficient of Isc is
obtained [13]:
βIsc =
1
Isc,1sun
dIsc,1sun
dEg
dEg
dTc
+
1
fc
d fc
dTc
. (2.3)
The first right-hand term depends only on the bandgap of the semiconductor
and on the spectrum. Landis et al. observed that the spectrum has a strong in-
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fluence on this coefficient [16]. For instance, if a peak of intensity present in the
lamp spectrum is situated at a wavelength right below the conduction band of an
absorber, then when the temperature will rise these wavelengths will start being
absorbed because of the bandgap reduction. This will cause a large increase in the
current which doesn’t correspond to the actual current increase with the sun spec-
trum. Moreover as a lamp spectrum changes when ageing, and diverse lamps are
used, it is difficult to compare measurements done at different places. The second
right-hand term is the relative temperature coefficient of the collection fraction. f c
is the ratio of useful photons (i.e that can be absorbed by the material) that get
collected to the total number of useful photons. Thus it depends on the solar cell
structure, the light trapping, and the recombination mechanisms.
2.2 Temperature coefficient of the open-circuit voltage
Green was the first to propose a model for the temperature coefficient of the Voc
based on device physics [13]. He defined the function ξ closely related to the
product of the electron and hole concentrations np:
ξ =
np
ni
exp
−Eg
kTc
. (2.4)
ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration, Eg the band gap and k Boltzmann con-
stant. With 〈x〉 the weighted value of the parameter x defined as:
〈x〉=
N
∑
i=1
xiAiT
γi
c ξi(d fi/dξi)
N
∑
i=1
AiT γic ξi(d fi/dξi)
(2.5)
where there are N recombination processes depending respectively on ξi through
the functions fi, and Ai is a constant specific to each recombination mechanism.
γi relates to the temperature dependence of the recombination mechanism. Then
the relative temperature coefficient of the Voc can be expressed after neglecting
second-order terms as:
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βVoc =−
1
VocTc
(〈Eg0〉
q
−Voc + kTcq
〈
γ
f
ξ
dξ
d f
〉)
(2.6)
where Eg0 is the extrapolated bandgap at 0K and q the electron charge.
This expression can be applied to any PV material. This coefficient is negative
and reflects the increase of recombination rate with temperature. We can observe
that improving the Voc, by improving the passivation or the bulk mobility for ex-
ample, will reduce the temperature coefficient. However a precise knowledge of
the recombination mechanisms occuring in the solar cell is needed to calculate the
term
〈
γ fξ
dξ
d f
〉
.
Recently, Dupre´ et al. [14] derived an expression of this temperature coeffi-
cient based as well on internal device physics using the external radiative efficiency
(ERE) defined by Green in [17] as the fraction of the total dark current recombi-
nation in the device that results in radiative emission from the PV device. The
coefficient can be written as:
βVoc =−
1
VocTc
(
Eg0
q
−Voc + γ kTcq .
)
(2.7)
where γ is a function of the ERE at open-circuit conditions:
γ = 1− dlnEREoc
dlnTc
+
(
2
dlnEg
dlnTc
− dlnJsc,1sun
dlnTc
)
. (2.8)
The parameter γ in Eq. (2.6) and (2.7) are the same. But Dupre´ et al. provided
an expression of it based on device physics. Essentially γ describes the behavior
of the recombination mechanisms with temperature.
The absolute value of the term in parenthesis in Eq. (2.8) is less than 0.5 ac-
cording to Dupre´ et al. [14]. The term γ kTcq in Eq. (2.7) accounts for approximately
10% of the total relative temperature coefficient of the Voc. Therefore for a given
semiconductor Voc is the main adjustable variable of its temperature coefficient.
This explains why PV devices showing the best Voc have as well the best cell tem-
perature sensitivity [18, 19].
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2.3 Temperature coefficient of the fill factor
The fill factor can be understood graphically as the ”squareness” of an IV-curve. It
is defined as:
FF =
Impp×Vmpp
Isc×Voc (2.9)
with Impp and Vmpp the current and voltage at maximum power point respectively.
FF is lowered by a large ideality factor (n), and series (Rs) and shunt (Rsh) resis-
tances effects. The ideality factor depends on the recombinations. Typical values
are 2/3 for Auger recombination, and between 1 and 2 for radiative recombination
(depending on the injection level). A good approximation to calculate the fill factor
free of parasitic resistance losses is [20]:
FF0 =
voc + ln(voc +0.72)
voc +1
(2.10)
with voc the normalized open-circuit voltage defined as:
voc =
Voc
nkTc/q
. (2.11)
Green derived an expression of the relative temperature coefficient of the FF
as: [13]
βFF0 = (1−1.02FF0)
(
βVoc−
1
Tc
)
. (2.12)
If we take into consideration the series resistance losses with this simple equa-
tion:
FFs = FF0
(
1− Rs
Voc/Isc
)
(2.13)
then we get the expression from [15]:
βFFs = (1−1.02FF0)
(
βVoc−
1
Tc
)
− Rs
Voc/Isc−Rs βRs. (2.14)
11
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The relative temperature coefficient of the FF is negative because both terms
in Eq. (2.14) are negative in most type of cells. The first term can be reduced
by increasing the Voc. The term depending on the series resistance is negative for
homojunction solar cells, however for heterojunction solar cells, carrier transport
through interfaces by tunneling and/or thermionic emission can give a FF improv-
ing with temperature [21].
A drawback of Eq. (2.14) is that it doesn’t consider shunt resistance losses
that can be important in multicrystalline silicon solar cells [22] or in interdigitated
back-contacted cells [23].
2.4 Temperature coefficient of the efficiency
The efficiency can be expressed as the product of the Isc, the Voc and the FF. When
differentiating and dividing by the efficiency we obtain the following equation:
βη = βIsc +βVoc +βFFs. (2.15)
The temperature sensitivity of a solar cell is the sum of the three previously
presented temperature coefficients. Both βVoc and βFFs are negative and their ab-
solute values are larger than βIsc . For a multicrystalline PERC solar cell with a
temperature sensitivity of βη = −0.38 %·°C-1 the relative temperature coefficient
of the Voc accounts for around 75% of it. As an increased Voc benefits both the
relative temperature coefficient of the Voc and of the FF, it is therefore the main
parameter to optimize in order to reduce the temperature sensitivity. This relation
between the Voc and the temperature sensitivity was understood with the arrival of
the first high performance cell structures [15, 19].
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Experimental setups
In this chapter, the experimental procedure for light-soaking is explained. Then
a description of the sun simulator and the method to measure temperature coeffi-
cients are provided. The uncertainties of the temperature coefficient measurement
is discussed in subsection 3.3. Finally the type of feedstocks used in this work are
described.
3.1 Light-soaking bench
The solar cells which were exposed to light-soaking, were illuminated for 48 hours.
An array of 6 halogen lamps, each with a power of 500 W, was used to provide an
approximate light intensity of 1 sun (1000 ± 100 W·m-2) as shown in Fig. 3.1.
The temperature range reached by the cells on the array is 50°C ± 10°C. This
way the solar cells received an initial light-induced degradation (LID) and are in
an identical degraded state. When the effect of LID was under investigation then
some cells were measured as-processed to be compared with light-soaked cells.
It has been shown that compensated silicon present different LID kinetics from
non-compensated silicon which can lead to different degraded states [24, 25].
However no significant difference in efficiency after LID was measured between
cells made of the studied UMG-Si and cells made of polysilicon [5, 26, 27]. There-
fore we assume the degraded state after LID is the same for cells made of both
feedstocks.
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Figure 3.1: Light induced degradation setup consisting of six 500 W halogen
lamps. One solar cell is placed under each lamp to receive about one sun illu-
mination.
3.2 Sun simulator
To perform IV characterisation, a NeonSee® AAA sun simulator was used. The
solar cells were placed on a copper sample holder for electrically contacting its
rear surface. The busbars on front of the solar cell were contacted by metal pins
with one contacting bar for each busbar as shown in Fig. 3.2 . The I-V sweeps
were performed under illumination with AM1.5 global spectrum. The temperature
of the solar cell was measured by a PT100 sensor, situated in the middle of the
sample holder. Hot/cold water flowed through the sample holder to regulate any
desired temperature.
Figure 3.2: Solar cell placed on the sample holder in the sun simulator.
To measure temperature coefficients, the solar cells were illuminated at one sun
14
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and I-V characteristics were measured from 25°C to 70°C with a 2- or 5-degree
step. Then a linear fitting is performed to extract the slope as shown in Fig. 3.3.
3 0 4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0
1 6
1 8
2 0  E f f i c i e n c y L i n e a r  f i t
Effi
cien
cy (
%)
T e m p e r a t u r e  ( ° C )
Figure 3.3: Example of fitting for the temperature coefficient of the efficiency.
3.3 Uncertainties of the temperature coefficient measure-
ments
The nonuniformity of the temperature of the metal plate where the solar cell is
placed is part of the systematic errors that occur. A temperature gradient between
the front and the rear-side of a solar cell is created when the cell is illuminated
from above. More errors were described by Emery et al. in Ref. [28].
The presence of intensity peaks in the lamp spectrum can also affect the tem-
perature coefficient of the Isc, this was pointed out in Ref. [16, 29]. Due to these
systematic errors the experimental results presented in this thesis and in the ap-
pended articles are not aimed to be compared with results from other laboratories
without further analysis.
The repeatability of the measurements is strongly related to the fluctuations
in the calibration of the sun simulator. If not considering calibration differences,
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the standard deviation of the temperature coefficient measurements is found to be
approximately 0.002 %.°C-1 (typical values for the temperature coefficient of the
Isc are around 0.06 %.°C-1). Yet when calibration variations are considered, this
value rises to 0.004%.°C-1.
All graphs presented in this dissertation and in the appended papers do not
include error bars even though the standard deviation is relatively important. The
author has purposely decided to not include error bars in the figures because the
drawn conclusions are always statistically significant, and it preserves the clarity
of the graphs.
3.4 Studied silicon feedstocks
The silicon produced by Elkem Solar® was used to study compensated silicon.
This SoG-Si is called Elkem Solar Silicon (ESS®) It is a lightly compensated sili-
con1 with typical concentrations of boron and phosphorus being respectively 0.18
ppmw, 0.60 ppmw. More dopants could be added to obtain a specific resistivity,
or gallium could be added to do compensation engineering, which is explained
in section 4.3. It is a material with larger impurity concentrations than a silicon
intentionally compensated from the Siemens process as can be seen in Table 3.1
where the chemical composition of ESS® is summarized. However the effect on
cell performance, considering only mc-Si solar cells, is not noticeable as shown in
section 4.4.
Table 3.1: Chemical analysis
Element Method of analysis Content (in ppmw) Typical metal content
measured by GDMS
(in ppmw)
B ICP-MS 0.18 -
P ICP-OES 0.60 -
Fe ICP-OES <2 <0.05
Ti ICP-OES <0.2 <0.005
K ICP-OES <5 <0.05
1In the following, when the author will refer to a lightly compensated material, it would mean that the
dopant concentrations are in the same order of magnitude as the majority carrier concentration.
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ICP-MS and ICP-OES stands for inductively coupled plasma - mass spectrom-
etry, and optical emission spectrometry.
The detection limits of the apparatus are quite much higher than the real content
in ESS® for the metals in general, so a glow discharge mass spectrometry (GDMS)
analysis was carried out externally to confirm the low metal content.
REC Silicon uses a fluidized bed reactor (FBR) to produce silicon. The main
advantage of this technique is the continuous production of silicon whereas in the
Siemens process, the rods with deposited silicon have to be extracted at regular
intervals. This allows a large cost reduction for this material. However the product
in a FBR are grains. These grains mean that a dense filling for casting is not
simple. Therefore the reference non-compensated silicon was a mix of polysilicon
and silicon from REC.
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Chapter 4
Solar grade silicon produced by
metallurgical routes
Polysilicon is the raw material used both in the electronic, and in the photovoltaic
industry. These two industries have different requirements regarding the purity.
SoG-Si is from∼99.9999% pure silicon whereas EG-Si is∼99.999999999% pure.
Among SoG-Si we can distinguish two types of silicon. Polysilicon is the dominant
feedstock and it is produced by the Siemens process which is a chemical purifica-
tion process. The conventional Siemens process produces EG-Si but a modified
process, with slightly less energy demand, can produce the SoG-Si. The alter-
native silicon feedstock is SoG-Si produced by metallurgical routes, also called
UMG-Si.
In 2008 when the price of one kilogramme of polysilicon peaked at $475 be-
cause of the exponentially growing cell production capacity causing a shortage of
silicon suppliers, different routes of production of polysilicon emerged based on
metallurgical routes. These new producers were making UMG-Si at a much lower
cost than polysilicon from the Siemens process thanks to the lower energy needs
of the purification steps [30, 31]. Yet when the prices fell down below $15/kg in
2013, their main selling argument, that is the low-cost silicon, disappeared with
all suppliers aligning their prices. Therefore all the UMG-Si suppliers producing
a material with a low purity ceased their activity. Among the remaining UMG-Si
producers, the current largest one is Elkem Solar® but a few other producers can
be mentioned such as Photosil, or Silicor Materials.
UMG-Si is often associated with compensated silicon due to the difficulty of
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removing elements close to silicon in Mendeleiev’s table, that is aluminium, cal-
cium, boron, phosphorus, carbon, and nitrogen. The presence of both acceptors (Al
and B) and donors (P) will reduce the net doping because of dopants ”cancelling
out” each other. This is called dopant compensation and all of the producers of
UMG-Si, to the author’s knowledge, are manufacturing compensated silicon. This
material presents different electronic properties, especially a lower mobility than
non-compensated silicon which in theory may cause a lower obtainable efficiency
[32]. However efficiencies above 19% have been reported on n-type Cz UMG-Si
[3, 33, 34], demonstrating the potential for high performance solar cells with this
feedstock. In this work where only multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si) solar cells were
studied, no significant difference in efficiency was observed. Crystallographic de-
fects are the main performance limiting parameters, independently of the presence
of doping compensation or not.
Despite this, solar cells made of compensated silicon with lower temperature
sensitivities were reported, causing higher energy yield for this material than for
polysilicon [35, 36].
In the following section an overview of the manufacturing route used by Elkem
Solar® to produce UMG-Si is given together with its principal assets. Then in
section 4.2 the electronic properties of compensated silicon will be described. It
is followed by section 4.3 where compensation engineering is explained, with the
advantages of adding gallium in the feedstock. Finally in section 4.4, the conse-
quences of dopant compensation on the principal cell parameters are presented.
4.1 Fundamentals of upgraded metallurgical grade sili-
con
Currently, silicon is still the most used material to manufacture solar cells and it
represents more than 90% of the total market share [37]. The rapid growth of the
photovoltaic industry requires an increase of the silicon supply. One option is to
use low-cost SoG-Si produced by metallurgical processes. Even though the cost
of silicon represents a significant contribution, it is only one part of the total cost
of a solar module it is therefore imperative that the solar cells do not suffer large
efficiency losses [38]. To prevent performance reduction when using UMG-Si as a
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feedstock, a certain purity is required [6]. Above a certain impurity concentration,
specific for each element, the efficiency can be severely reduced as shown in Fig.
4.1.
Figure 4.1: Effect of metallic impurity content (in at·cm-3) in single crystal silicon
on the normalized efficiency of solar cells. Reprinted from [6].
In the work presented here and in the appended papers, ESS® is used as the
reference compensated material.
Elkem Solar® is the largest producer of UMG-Si and its route is based on py-
rometallurgical refinement. It consists of five steps. The first one is the production
of MG-Si in an electric arc furnace. A great attention is paid to raw material’s
purity to avoid as much transition metals and boron/phosphorus as possible. This
is followed by a slag treatment where liquid silicon is mixed with slag to remove
the impurities present in the material. Then a leaching is made followed by a di-
rectional solidification to segregate the impurities at the top of the ingot. Finally a
post treatment cuts the sides, bottom and top parts and cleans the surfaces. ESS®
is obtained at this point. Then it is sent to solar cell manufacturers, together with
the boron and phosphorus concentration details so that the customer can add more
dopants in their solidification step to match their resistivity target. Gallium can
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also be added for reasons explained in subsection 4.3.2.
This route enables ESS® to have a carbon footprint three to four times lower
than silicon from the Siemens process. This means that the production of polysil-
icon generates at least three times more greenhouse gases than the production of
ESS®. Moreover the energy payback time for the energy invested in the produc-
tion of ESS® is only one month [31]. The very low energy consumption of this
process is what enables a low cost material.
4.2 Electronic properties
Mobility and lifetime are two fundamental parameters describing a semiconduc-
tor, and they are of very high importance in optoelectronic devices design. The
first one indicates the quality of carrier transport, more precisely it characterizes
how quickly a carrier can move through a metal or semiconductor. Whereas the
lifetime is the average time before recombination that a carrier can spend in an ex-
cited state after electron-hole generation. Both parameters have been extensively
studied lately in UMG-Si where the impact of compensation and the presence of
more impurities is of critical interest. This section aims at defining the compen-
sation level and briefly reviewing recent studies on both mobility and lifetime in
compensated material.
4.2.1 Compensation level
Compensated silicon is a material where the acceptor and donor dopants are in
relatively similar concentrations. The equilibrium carrier concentration is defined
as:
nmaj =
∣∣N−A −N+D ∣∣ (4.1)
where nmaj is the equilibrium majority carrier concentration, NA is the acceptor
concentration and thus N−A the ionized acceptor concentration. Similarly for ND
which is the donor concentration and N+D the ionized donor concentration. In p-
type silicon, Eq. (4.1) becomes:
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p0 = N−A −ND ≈ NA−ND. (4.2)
with p0 the equilibrium hole concentration.
The ionized concentration of acceptor is equal to the total concentration of ac-
ceptor if all dopants are ionized. Incomplete ionization does not affect donor atoms
in p-type compensated Si [32], which justifies using ND in Eq. (4.2). Incomplete
ionization occurs with dopant concentrations around 1017 - 1018 cm-3, and a per-
centage of 25% non-ionized dopant can be reached for a boron concentration of
2×1018 cm-3. In non-compensated silicon the typical doping range is 0.5-2×1016
cm-3 and thus incomplete ionization can be neglected. Whereas in compensated
silicon, to obtain a similar equilibrium hole concentration, higher dopant concen-
trations must be achieved. The typical range of boron concentrations in ESS® to
produce mc-Si solar cells is 2-4×1016 cm-3. Hence the incomplete ionization was
neglected for this material in the present work. Note that this assumption can be
questionable and lead to small errors, but the results found on the temperature co-
efficients dependence with compensation level show that for lightly compensated
material, no clear trend can be observed (as shown in paper A). Questioning the
precision of the calculations becomes thus irrelevant.
Compensated materials can be characterized by their compensation levels. It is
defined as:
Cl =
NA +ND
nmaj
(4.3)
The ratio goes from 1 for non-compensated material (because nmaj = NA for p-
type and nmaj =ND for n-type) to +∞ for fully compensated, that is when NA =ND
(with full ionization).
4.2.2 Mobility
The scattering time of a carrier is the time frame a carrier is ballistically acceler-
ated by the electric field until it scatters (collides) with something that modifies its
direction and/or energy. Carrier mobility is directly proportional to the scattering
time. Many scattering mechanisms can reduce the scattering time and therefore
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the mobility. Ionized impurity scattering and phonon scattering are the two main
ones. We can sum up the contributions of each scattering mechanism by using
Matthiessen’s rule:
1
µ
=
N
∑
i=1
1
µi
. (4.4)
where µ is the mobility and µi the mobility of the scattering mechanism i.
Carrier mobility in non-compensated semiconductors is normally well described,
by Klassen’s model [39, 40]. However experimental evidence [32, 41, 42] have
shown that both the minority and majority carrier mobilities were overestimated in
Klassen’s model for compensated silicon.
Schindler et al. [43] has come up with an empirical model based on Klassen’s
work describing the majority and minority hole and electron mobilities in compen-
sated p- and n-type silicon. In this model the reduction of mobility is attributed to
reduced screening. However no experimental data of the temperature dependence
of minority carrier mobilities in compensated silicon exist. Therefore the assump-
tion of a temperature dependence of the minority carrier mobility similar to the
dependence of the majority carrier mobility is made by Schindler et al.
Table 4.1: Ionized dopant concentrations and compensation level at 300 K for the
samples shown in Fig. 4.2.
Sample Type NA (cm-3) ND (cm-3) Cl at RT
Cz6-012 n 9.20×1016 1.00 ×1017 24
Cz6-326 n 2.02×1017 2.14 ×1017 34
Cz1-200 p 9.83×1016 8.60 ×1016 15
Cz5-130 p 2.32×1017 2.09 ×1017 19
Cz5-298 p 2.80×1017 2.62 ×1017 30
Cz5-396 p 3.37×1017 3.27 ×1017 67
Cz5-478 p 4.34×1017 4.28 ×1017 146
The majority carrier mobility is plotted as a function of temperature for differ-
ent compensation levels in Fig. 4.2. The respective dopant concentrations of the
samples are summarized in Table 4.1. If we examine the effect of compensation at
room temperature (∼300 K), we see that a high compensation level tends to reduce
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Figure 4.2: Experimental temperature-dependent majority carrier mobility of (a)
five compensated p-type and (b) two compensated n-type samples with a wide
range of compensation levels compared to the model derived by Schindler et al.
(lines). Reprinted from [43].
the mobility for both n- and p-type silicon. It should be noted that dopant concen-
trations increased as well (up to five times for the donor dopant in the p-type silicon
samples) which can influence also the mobility due to ionized impurity scattering.
At low temperature, ionized impurity scattering is predominant for compensated
silicon because incomplete ionization becomes less effective with high compensa-
tion level [41].
In summary, silicon with a high compensation level will see its mobility vary
less with temperature (around room temperature) due to an already lowered mobil-
ity compared to non-compensated silicon where the mobility will be decreasing.
The effect of phonon scattering will become predominant at higher temperatures
for both, making their mobilities converge. This gives a seemingly advantageous
temperature dependence of the mobility for compensated silicon. Yet the mobility
will not exceed the one of non-compensated silicon for any given temperature. No
available experimental data on the temperature dependence of the minority carrier
mobilities was found, therefore it is suggested in Ref. [43] to use the same correc-
tion for the minority carrier in compensated silicon. Therefore we assume that the
conclusions drawn on the majority carrier mobility can be applied to the minority
carrier mobility.
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4.2.3 Lifetime
Obtaining a high minority carrier lifetime is one of the principal objectives in the
PV industry in order to achieve high performance solar cells. It has a direct impact
on the efficiency as shown in Ref. [44]. Multicrystalline ingots will show lower
lifetimes than mono-Si because of the crystallographic defects. UMG-Si which
presents more contamination by impurities than EG-Si can show an even further
reduced lifetime.
The recombination can be largely controlled by the majority carrier density nma j
as Ref. [45] has shown. Fig. 4.3a shows the intrinsic lifetime (that is with only
radiative and Auger recombination) in compensated silicon with three distinct ac-
ceptor dopant concentration and a varying donor concentration. The best lifetimes
are obtained at full compensation when NA = ND, these intrinsic points are shown
by the vertical dashed lines. To the left of the intrinsic point, the material is p-type,
and to the right, n-type. On the p-type side, the lifetime is limited by the doping in
acceptor, causing the three different curves. On the n-type side, the lifetime is on
the contrary limited by the doping in donor resulting in a convergence of all three
curves.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: (a) The intrinsic lifetime due to Auger and radiative recombination in
silicon as a function of the concentration of compensating donor atoms added ND,
under an illumination intensity of 0.1 suns. Three different acceptor concentrations
NA are shown, with the vertical dashed lines representing the intrinsic points where
NA = ND. (b) Effective lifetime due to an interstitial iron concentration of 5×
1011cm−3 with the intrinsic recombination. Reprinted from [45].
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When an impurity is introduced (here interstitial iron), Shockley-Read-Hall
(SRH) recombination is added to the intrinsic recombination mechanisms and Fig.
4.3b is obtained. The effective lifetime can be expressed as:
1
τeff
=
1
τintrinsic
+
1
τSRH
(4.5)
with τeff the effective lifetime, τintrinsic, the intrinsic lifetime and τSRH the SRH
lifetime.
Interstitial iron has a larger capture cross section for electrons than holes and
has a deep level in the bandgap. Therefore it manifests a strong injection-dependent
lifetime which is seen in the significant increase of several order of magnitude
of the lifetime near the intrinsic points. On the n-type side the lifetime is very
similar to the one of the intrinsic lifetime because of the quasi absence of injection
dependence of the lifetime due to a much smaller capture cross section for holes
than electrons for this defect.
It should be noted that a deep level with an opposite asymmetric capture cross
section (larger for holes than electrons), would give a graph similar to Fig. 4.3b,
but the donor and acceptor concentrations would be swapped.
Another phenomenon called ”Fermi-level effect” can take place for shallow
level defects with an energy level near the Fermi level. However the most detri-
mental defects to the lifetime are deep levels, therefore this shallow level effect
will not be explained here. Note that a comparable beneficial effect is observed
with compensation for these shallow defects [45].
Compensation engineering, that is adjusting the concentrations in donor and
acceptor dopants, can improve dramatically the lifetime by lowering the majority
carrier concentration. This was observed experimentally in Ref. [46]. However
recent studies showed that the performance of solar cells with activated boron-
oxygen defects does not improve with the compensation level [47, 48].
4.2.4 Boron-Oxygen defect
The main lifetime limiting parameter in p-type Cz- and mc-Si is the boron-oxygen
defect due to a high concentration of oxygen coming from the crucible [49]. N-
type compensated silicon suffers as well from LID owing to the presence of boron.
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This could cause a rejection of this material in favor of non-compensated silicon
for n-type solar cells [50].
This defect is created under illumination or carrier injection. The formation
of this defect is still debated but it appears to be the result of two distinct and in-
dependent recombination centers, a fast-forming center (referred to as FRC) and
a slow-forming center (SRC). It was shown that the B-O defect density depends
on the net doping rather than the boron concentration, resulting in a beneficial ef-
fect of compensation [24, 51]. However a more recent study has argued that the
influence of oxygen was neglected in these studies, and it could have misled the
interpretation of the results [47]. Fig. 4.4 shows the separate effects of boron con-
centration (for two different majority carrier concentrations) and majority carrier
concentration (for two different boron concentrations). It is clear that the normal-
ized effective B-O defect density depends on the total boron concentration whereas
for the majority carrier density no trend is observed.
Figure 4.4: Normalized effective B-O defect density plotted as a function of the
total boron concentration (a) or as a function of the majority carrier density (b).
Solid line is a fit to experimental data on B-doped Si from Ref. [52]. Dashed line
corresponds to the same fit divided by a correction factor of 2 to account for the
BO defect density reduction expected in P-diffused Si (see Ref. [53]). Samples co-
doped with B and P are represented by triangles, samples co-doped with B and Ga
are represented by circles and samples co-doped with B, P and Ga are represented
by stars. Reprinted from [47].
These results tend to show that a material presenting a high concentration of
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boron, such as UMG-Si, will suffer more from this recombination center than sil-
icon from the Siemens process. This is further confirmed by the fact that this
deep-level defect has very symmetrical capture cross sections (meaning compa-
rable capture cross sections for holes and electrons) [54] causing no significant
injection-dependent lifetime, which prevents any compensation engineering to in-
crease the lifetime.
The compensated silicon studied in this work, Elkem Solar Silicon®, has not
exhibited a significant difference in efficiencies after LID compared to polysilicon
[5, 26, 27, 55]. The boron concentration in ESS® is typically two times higher than
in polysilicon , which is not a very large discrepancy. This could explain the similar
efficiencies after LID. In addition, the formation of the B-P complex, reported in
Ref. [56], preventing the formation of the B-O complex can be a second cause.
We can conclude that compensated silicon contain higher concentrations of
dopants, which reduces the lifetime. However practically the lifetime would be
limited by impurities, or crystallographic defects. In this case compensation can
increase the lifetime by decreasing the majority carrier concentration for some re-
combination centers. But this doesn’t apply to the B-O defect. Therefore in mc-Si
and Cz-Si where a high concentration of oxygen is found, a low boron concentra-
tion is recommended if no regeneration step is applied. Note that the formation of
the B-P complex can help compensated silicon to tolerate higher boron concentra-
tions without any noticeable impact on the efficiency after degradation [56].
4.3 Compensation engineering
Compensation engineering is the control of the concentrations of both types of
dopants to obtain the desired bulk resistivity. The effects of adjusting the resistivity
will be explained in the next subsection. Then the benefits of adding gallium in the
solidification step are presented.
4.3.1 Control of the majority carrier concentration
The removal of phosphorus and boron by alternative purification methods to the
Siemens process can be challenging. If a high concentration of one of these el-
ements remain in the final product, compensation engineering is a good method
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to adjust the majority carrier concentration, and thus the recombination lifetime.
Forster et al. has shown experimentally the enhancement of lifetime by compensa-
tion engineering in Ref. [47].
The ingots Cz]U1 and Cz]U2 from Ref. [47] were grown with the same crys-
tallization process, in the same conditions and with the same silicon feedstock.
They have identical impurity profiles apart from phosphorus and gallium which
were added in Cz]U2 to reduce the majority carrier concentration. Adding gal-
lium allows a better control of the resistivity profile together with the removal of a
possible p/n changeover along the ingot. This will be explained in further details
in the next subsection. The lifetime along the ingot is diplayed in Fig. 4.5. The
ingot Cz]U2 shows a clearly higher lifetime compared to ingot Cz]U1, proving the
effect of compensation engineering on the lifetime.
Figure 4.5: Carrier lifetime measured by µW-PCD along ingots Cz]U1 and Cz]U2.
Reprinted from [47].
The drawback is that after LID the B-O defect is formed and becomes the main
lifetime-limiting recombination center. This means that the lifetimes of the two
ingots equal, and the lower mobility of the more compensated ingot (Cz]U2) will
give lower efficiencies. Therefore compensation engineering is a good solution for
feedstock containing a high concentration of either boron or phosphorus, but as
long as the lifetime is ruled by the B-O recombination center, having the lowest
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possible concentration of boron (without reducing the global performances) can
only be advantageous. The main asset of n-type silicon where boron is not present
is the absence of LID. However n-type compensated silicon contains boron, and
therefore suffers of performance losses after LID, making this material not very
attractive for solar cells manufacturing.
4.3.2 Addition of gallium
P-type compensated silicon, when only containing boron and phosphorus (which is
the case of UMG-Si), can have a low ingot yield due to a p/n changeover along the
ingot. It is caused by different segregation coefficients: 0.8 for boron, and 0.35 for
phosphorus. A segregation coefficient of 1 would give a uniform distribution of the
element along the ingot, while a coefficient close to 0 would give a quasi absence
of this element till the very top of the ingot where it would be found in extremely
high concentration. This means phosphorus, with a segregation coefficient lower
than boron, will be found in larger proportions in the top-part, causing the doping
to change from p ([B]>[P]) to n ([P]>[B]). Even though the industry proceeds to
a top-cut to remove impurities, for standard resistivities the p/n changeover occurs
at ∼ 80% of the solidified fraction. This reduces greatly the ingot yield.
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Figure 4.6: Resistivity measured by Semilab Eddy current along a compensated
ingot and a non-compensated ingot for a targeted resistivity of 1.3Ω.cm.
To cope for this loss, a solution was proposed in Ref. [57] by the introduction
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of gallium in the melt. This element has a segregation coefficient of 0.008. If
the amount of boron, phosphorus and gallium are correctly adjusted then no p/n
changeover is observed along the ingot. The addition of gallium can even give
a quasi-constant resistivity profile [32, 58]. The resistivity profiles of a compen-
sated ingot containing gallium and a non-compensated ingot are shown in Fig. 4.6.
The targeted resistivity was 1.3 Ω·cm for both ingots. The non-compensated ingot
shows the typical decrease due to the increase of the boron concentration, and the
difference in resistivity from top to bottom is 0.5 Ω·cm. For non-compensated in-
got, the resistivity is constant up to 80% of the ingot and then it starts to rise due to
the concentration in phosphorus which increases faster than the boron concentra-
tion. Gallium should invert the curve at the top part and the resistivity should drop,
but the top-cut (not shown in the figure) removed this part. Moreover the resistivity
difference between the top and the bottom is only 0.2 Ω·cm. This shows the clear
advantage of using gallium to control the resistivity profile and get a more constant
resistivity.
4.4 Impact of dopant compensation on the performances
of solar cells
As mentioned earlier, compensation has an impact on both lifetime and mobility.
Compensation engineering enables the control of the majority carrier concentration
through which high lifetime can be obtained. However UMG-Si present more
impurities than EG-Si, resulting in a reduced minority carrier lifetime [3]. This
drawback can become even worse after LID due to the higher concentration of
boron in compensated material [24, 27, 47, 51]. However the formation of the B-P
complex can prevent the formation of the B-O complex [56]. This can explain why
no significant difference in efficiencies after LID is observed between ESS® and
polysilicon [5, 26, 27, 55].
Both majority and minority mobilities are also reduced in compensated silicon,
and the effect is stronger for dopant concentrations where incomplete ionization
happens [41, 42, 43, 59].
Isc increases as a function of the minority carrier diffusion length (Lmin), which
can be written as:
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Lmin =
√
τeff×µmin× kTq . (4.6)
We see that both the effective lifetime and the carrier mobility (µmin) of the
minority carrier have to be maximized to get the best current.
The maximum Voc is obtained when a trade-off between the excess carrier and
the majority carrier concentrations is found. This is shown in the next equation:
Voc ≈ kT × ln
((
nmaj +∆n
)×∆n
n2i
)
(4.7)
where ∆n is the excess carrier concentration.
As explained in the section 4.3, a low majority carrier concentration will raise
the lifetime, improving at the same time the excess carrier concentration. So these
two parameters are negatively correlated, hence the need for a maximization inves-
tigation.
If we sum up, Voc needs a high majority carrier concentration, which will re-
duce both the lifetime and the mobility. This goes against a high Isc. This shows the
challenge of achieving the highest efficiencies. On top of that comes compensation
engineering for material containing both types of dopants. A thorough analysis of
the impact of compensation on cell parameters can be found in Ref. [60]. In sum-
mary, a solar cell made of compensated silicon should theoretically show reduced
lifetime and mobility because of the higher dopant concentrations, and thus a lower
efficiency. However in mc-Si solar cells and for lightly compensated material, no
significant difference is observed [5, 26, 27, 55]. Crystallographic defects and the
B-O complex are the main causes of performance losses.
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Chapter 5
Temperature coefficients of compensated
silicon solar cells
In this chapter a review of the different studies on temperature coefficients of
UMG-Si will be given in the first section. Then the impact of the compensation
level on the temperature sensitivity will be presented. Finally a method to improve
the temperature sensitivity of a solar cell will be described in section 5.3.
5.1 Review
A reduced degradation with temperature of the conversion efficiency of solar cells
made of compensated silicon was first observed on the cell level by Tanay et al. in
Ref. [7] where the temperature coefficient of the Isc was larger for compensated
material. This difference was explained to originate from two different mecha-
nisms. These are:
• the mobility of compensated silicon that is quasi-constant with temperature
for high concentrations of dopants because of the ionized impurity scattering
dominating at low temperature as explained in subsection 4.2.2.
• decorated crystallographic defects or impurities limiting the diffusion length
which are temperature dependent. This can be explained by a capture cross
section which decreases with temperature (such as molybdenum, manganese,
or interstitial iron [61, 62]).
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The same year Petter et al. found that modules made of compensated silicon
were having better energy output in the summer than those made of polysilicon
from the Siemens process [35]. This gives indications of a favorable behavior of
compensated silicon at higher operating temperature.
Several other studies comparing the temperature sensitivity or the energy yield
of compensated silicon solar cells or modules with non-compensated silicon found
similar results [8, 9, 10, 12, 36]. The reason was always a favorable temperature
coefficient of the Isc for compensated silicon.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1: Temperature coefficients of solar cells made from standard EG-Si (open
circles) and compensated Si (filled triangles). The data in red, blue and orange
are from Ref. [7, 12, 10] respectively. Note that the values plotted in red were
estimated from the data in Ref. [7]. a) Temperature coefficient of the efficiency
density plotted against efficiency at 25°C. The dotted lines are linear fits that are
not based on any physical model but are simply plotted here to show the trends in
the data. The linear fit on the data from [12] is really poor. This may be caused by
the fact that difference fabrication processes were used for the cells in this study.
b) Temperature coefficient of the short-circuit current density plotted against short-
circuit current density at 25°C. Reprinted from [63].
Dupre´ in Ref. [63] gathered the data from Ref. [7, 10, 12] into Fig. 5.1.
We see that the lowest efficiency cells possess the best temperature coefficients
(Fig. 5.1a). This is somewhat surprising because the temperature coefficient of
Voc normally accounts for most of the temperature coefficient of the efficiency.
And a larger Voc improves both the efficiency and the temperature coefficient of
Voc (and therefore of the efficiency) as shown in Eq. 2.7 and 2.15. This inverse
correlation is explained in Fig. 5.1b where the temperature coefficient of Jsc is
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plotted as a function of Jsc. The compensated silicon solar cells show the lowest
currents, explaining partially the lower efficiencies. The reason is a combination of
a lower mobility and lifetime in this material, as explained in section 4.2. However
they have the best temperature coefficients of Jsc. An almost linear trend is found
between the temperature coefficients of Jsc and Jsc.
This lower Jsc for compensated silicon solar cells is partly due to a lower mo-
bility, because of more ionized impurity scattering. This weakens the temperature
dependence of the mobility at room temperature for both the majority and the mi-
nority carriers (see subsection 4.2.2). This may explain at least partially the better
temperature coefficient of Jsc [7].
The second part is a lower lifetime, causing a lower diffusion length (see sub-
section 4.2.3). Many recombination centers have a capture cross section decreasing
with temperature [61, 62]. Thus the lifetime of compensated silicon, more limited
by these defects would come closer to the lifetime of non-compensated silicon
samples at high temperature. This results in a larger temperature coefficient of Jsc
[7].
These results seem to indicate that the closer the efficiency of compensated sili-
con solar cells will get to the efficiency of non-compensated silicon solar cells, the
smaller will be the beneficial temperature dependence of the compensated silicon
solar cells, as pointed out by Dupre´ in Ref. [63].
5.2 Results
In this section, we are presenting part of the work in the papers A and E where
mc-Si solar cells with different compensation levels were investigated. The solar
cells are processed from wafers from the centre brick of four different ingots with
the same targeted resistivity. These ingots were made of a blend-in of compensated
silicon (ESS®) and non-compensated silicon (from a FBR). The wafers were then
manufactured into Al-BSF cells in a laboratory production line. The description of
the solar cells is given in Table 5.1.
The four different blend-in-ratios will vary the compensation level at the bot-
tom of the ingots, from 1.4 for the lowest blend-in-ratio to 2.2 for the highest. Then
this compensation level will naturally increase according to the different segrega-
tion coefficients of boron and phosphorus. The relative temperature coefficient of
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Table 5.1: Description of the ingots.
Ingot name Mean resistivity
(Ω.cm)
Dopants Blend-in ratio
(% ESS®)
CL1 1.22 B-P 25
CL2 1.25 B/Ga-P 40
CL3 1.25 B/Ga-P 56
CL4 1.27 B/Ga-P 73
the efficiency is plotted as a function of the compensation for the four different
ingots in Fig. 5.2. All four ingots have the same trend, an increasing temperature
coefficient with an almost constant compensation level at the bottom, then the com-
pensation level starts increasing while the temperature coefficient keeps increasing
steadily. This is an artefact of the effect of the relative height of the as cast ingots
on the temperature coefficients as explained in Ref. [64]. The improvement of the
temperature coefficient is only due to an increase of the relative height, which is
correlated to the compensation level (especially at the end). This is further con-
firmed by the fact that all four ingots present the same trend only shifted along the
compensation level axis.
1 2 3 4 5
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-0,38
-0,37
-0,36
-0,35
 CL1
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 CL3
 CL4
 (%
/°C
)
Compensation level
Figure 5.2: Relative temperature coefficient of the efficiency as a function of the
compensation for the four different ingots described in Table 5.1
To check the absence of correlation we plotted the mean values of the rela-
tive temperature coefficient of the efficiency shown in Fig. 5.2 with error bars
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which represent two times the standard deviation for the four ingots. We observe
that there is no statistically significant difference between the ingots with different
blend-in-ratios.
CL1 CL2 CL3 CL4
-0,42
-0,40
-0,38
-0,36
-0,34
-0,32
(%
/°C
)
Figure 5.3: Mean relative temperature coefficient of the efficiency shown in Fig
5.2. The error bars represent two times the standard deviation.
In conclusion, on this small compensation level range (ESS® being a lightly
compensated silicon as discussed in subsection 3.4), no effect of the compensation
is observed. Moreover increasing the blend-in-ratio of ESS® can raise the impu-
rity concentrations. Moreover certain impurities show a positive temperature de-
pendence of the lifetime (such as the B-O defect), which can explain an improved
temperature coefficient [7]. This is not observed in this study neither.
5.3 Reducing the temperature sensitivity by compensa-
tion engineering
The temperature coefficient is rarely considered as a design parameter. The main
contribution of the temperature coefficient of the efficiency is the temperature co-
efficient of Voc, which improves with Voc. This means that the solar cells with the
best efficiencies will normally present the lowest temperature sensitivities. There-
fore a good efficiency should also give a small temperature sensitivity.
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Furthermore silicon heterojunction solar cells, which have the record Voc for
silicon solar cells [65], and thus very high temperature coefficients of Voc [66],
benefit as well from a reduced temperature coefficient of their FF due to a positive
dependence with temperature of their transport mechanisms (thermionic emission
and tunneling) [21, 67]. This reduces even more their temperature sensitivity.
In 1994, Landis et al. in Ref. [16] envisaged to have the temperature coef-
ficients as a design parameter, and that ”increasing open-circuit voltage, even at
the expense of decreases in other cell parameters (for example, by increasing base
doping of the cell) may result in higher power under actual space operating condi-
tions”. It was shown in Ref. [11] that decreasing the bulk resistivity improves all
temperature coefficients (Voc, Isc, FF and conversion efficiency). Ponce-Alca´ntara
et al. in Ref. [12] showed that the resistivity has a very strong influence on the
temperature coefficients. Similar results were obtained in Ref. [68].
Compensation engineering, with the addition of gallium during the solidifica-
tion step, enables relatively constant resistivity. This means that low bulk resistiv-
ities are possible for compensated silicon. Whereas for non-compensated silicon,
the continuously decreasing resistivity along the ingot would greatly diminish the
efficiencies at the top part of the ingot if too low resistivities were achieved. It can
therefore be suggested that compensated silicon is the best choice for reducing the
temperature sensitivity by increasing the base doping.
When the temperature coefficients of UMG-Si were compared to those of sil-
icon from the Siemens process, the bulk resistivity was rarely taken into account
[7, 8, 9, 10, 35, 36]. Lower bulk resistivities, compared to non-compensated sili-
con, were used to maximize the ingot yield in presence of a p/n changeover, when
no gallium was added. This might have contributed to the better results reported
for the temperature sensitivity of UMG-Si.
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Summary of papers
Paper A: Temperature coefficients of compensated silicon
solar cells – influence of ingot position and blend-in-ratio
In this article, a preliminary study is made on the influence of the blend-in-ratio be-
tween compensated and non-compensated silicon on the temperature coefficients.
Two ingots with different blend-in-ratios, and thus compensation levels, were in-
vestigated. Solar cells covering the whole ingots height were measured. No sta-
tistically significant difference was noticed between the temperature coefficients
of the cells from the two ingots. This indicates that the compensation level does
not have a strong influence, if any, on the temperature coefficients. However a
clear trend along the ingot height was observed. And the cells with the smallest
temperature sensitivities are found at the top of the ingot.
Paper B: Temperature dependent quantum efficiencies in
multicrystalline silicon solar cells
This article was made in parallel with the previous one. EQE measurements were
made at two different temperatures. The equivalent short-circuit currents were cal-
culated from these measurements, as well as the temperature coefficients of the
short-circuit current. It confirms the previous result that the best temperature co-
efficients of the short-circuit current are measured at the top of the ingot. The dif-
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ference between compensated and non-compensated silicon was also investigated.
The temperature coefficient of the short-circuit current of compensated silicon so-
lar cells is larger than the one of non-compensated silicon solar cells. The study
has only considered two cells of each type, which does not allow any affirmation.
However this result is in agreement with previous studies. This difference comes
from a slightly larger improvement with temperature in the 800 nm to 1100 nm
wavelength range for the compensated silicon solar cells.
Paper C: Reduced temperature sensitivity of multicrys-
talline silicon solar cells with low ingot resistivity
In this article the temperature coefficients of three ingots with different resistivities
were studied. A reference ingot made only of non-compensated silicon was also
present. Raising the net doping increases the open-circuit voltage which gives
better temperature coefficients of both the open-circuit voltage and the fill factor.
However the short-circuit current was reduced, which decreases the efficiencies of
the cells from the lowest resistivity ingot. But this reduction in short-circuit current
has a positive impact on its temperature coefficient. The role of the net doping on
the temperature coefficients was already known. So this study confirmed it on the
material used in this experiment, and showed the efficiency decrease that can be
caused by an increase of the net doping.
Paper D: Reduction of temperature coefficients in mul-
ticrystalline silicon solar cells after light-induced degrada-
tion
Studies reporting temperature coefficients do not always specify if the measure-
ments were made before or after light-induced degradation. This paper shows
that the temperature coefficient of the efficiency can be greatly reduced after light-
soaking. This worsening comes from the diminution of all three temperature coef-
ficients (short-circuit current, open-circuit voltage and fill factor). And the degra-
dation of the temperature coefficients is more pronounced at the top of the ingot.
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Paper E: Temperature sensitivity of multicrystalline sili-
con solar cells
This paper presents measured temperature coefficients of multicrystalline solar
cells. An overview of the impact of different bulk resistivities, compensation lev-
els, cell structures and relative heights along a brick is given. The influence of
increasing the base net doping on the temperature sensitivity is explained in more
details. It is shown that the parameter gamma (in the temperature coefficient of
the open-circuit voltage) varies with the relative height. The temperature coeffi-
cient profile along the ingot depends on this parameter, and the variations of the
cell parameters with the relative height. Therefore the best temperature coeffi-
cients are situated at different heights of the ingot depending on the cell structure.
Light-induced degradation has a negative effect on the cell performances as well
as on the temperature coefficients. It is observed that solar cells which are lightly
compensated (with a majority carrier concentration in the same order of magnitude
as the dopants concentrations) dont show an advantageous temperature coefficient
compared to solar cells made of non-compensated silicon.
Paper F: On the variability of the temperature coefficients
of mc-Si solar cells with irradiance
The objective of this article was to investigate the irradiance dependence of the
temperature coefficients. As cell parameters are varying with irradiance, the tem-
perature coefficients should be influenced as well. In the models found in the liter-
ature, a constant temperature coefficient with irradiance is always assumed, which
can lead to some errors. It was shown that the temperature sensitivity is greatly
increased at low irradiance, because of the decrease of the open-circuit voltage.
However as it is at low irradiance, when temperatures are the lowest, the expected
impact on device modelling is not significant.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Outlook
This Ph.D. dissertation has presented experimental results on the temperature co-
efficients of multicrystalline silicon solar cells. A special interest was given on
the choice of the feedstock to attain the best temperature coefficients. The dif-
ferent factors influencing the temperature coefficients in a complete ingot were
discussed. This thesis can help solar cell manufacturers to have more insights on
how they can control and improve their temperature coefficients.
7.1 Conclusions on the temperature coefficients in mc-Si
In this thesis it is shown that the temperature sensitivities of solar cells made from
an ingot are influenced by many parameters. Reducing the ingot resistivity is a
promising way to reach good temperature coefficients, and compensated silicon is
a promising material to achieve that thanks to the resistivity control that can be
obtained by the addition of gallium. However increasing the net doping leads to a
lower efficiency and a compromise should be found. Moreover a higher net doping
conduces to a lower breakdown voltage which can be harmful to the solar cells.
The temperature coefficients are varying along the ingot. While the Al-BSF
cells have the lowest temperature coefficients in magnitude at the top of the ingot,
PERC cells have them in the middle. This is explained by a combination of the
cell parameters variation along the ingot and the changes of recombination mech-
anisms.
Light-induced degradation has a negative effect on the temperature coefficients.
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This is only due to the cell parameters decrease. A possible effect on the gamma
parameter of the temperature coefficient of the open-circuit voltage was not ob-
served. Therefore when reporting temperature coefficients, we suggest to specify
if it was measured before or after light-induced degradation.
The impact of irradiance on the temperature coefficients is rather small. The
temperature sensitivity of a silicon solar cell is the strongest at low irradiance,
which is when the temperature is the lowest. An example of where this model
would bring more accuracy is in polar conditions. It is in low irradiance conditions
in summer for a very long period (up to 24 hours above the Arctic circle or be-
low the Antarctic circle) with temperatures often below 25°C. In this case a solar
module would perform better than what the model would predict.
7.2 Future Work / Outlook
It was shown that reducing the ingot resistivity would give better temperature co-
efficients. However the efficiency and the breakdown voltage can be reduced. A
further analysis would be needed to assess if a small efficiency loss with a better
temperature coefficient can result in a higher energy yield in field operation. If
it is the case, the study of how far can the energy yield be increased while still
complying with breakdown voltages standards should be done.
Depending on the solar cell design and thus if a gap large enough between the
cells with the highest temperature coefficients and the cells with the lowest temper-
ature coefficients is observed, splitting these cells to produce different solar panels
might be an interesting idea. Previously the solar cells were selected according
to their efficiencies. Yet with the high performance crystallisation techniques the
variation of the efficiency along the ingot was greatly reduced. Therefore manu-
facturing solar panels with comparable efficiencies, but different temperature co-
efficients is something to investigate.
We have observed a variation of the gamma parameter in the temperature co-
efficient of the open-circuit voltage along the ingot height. This is coming from a
variation of the recombination mechanisms along the ingot. This parameter could
be a new way to give information about recombination mechanisms.
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Abstract 
Solar-grade silicon made from a metallurgical route presents boron and phosphorus compensation. Earlier work has shown that 
cells made from such material produce more energy than reference polysilicon modules when the temperature and irradiance is 
high. In the present study, solar cells from two different ingots with different blend-in-ratios were made from wafers at varying 
ingot heights in order to investigate how the temperature coefficients vary with compensation level and ingot height. The results 
suggest that solar modules made with solar cells from different ingot heights will perform differently at high temperature. It was 
also observed that the compensation level seems to have a smaller impact on the temperature coefficients than the ingot height. 
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1. Introduction 
The ever present need for cost reductions in silicon production suggests replacing the well-established Siemens 
process [1] by metallurgical refining methods or even chemical routes. These processes offer not only well-known 
advantages, thanks to a reduction in the energy consumption and a lower carbon footprint of the solar cells [2], but 
also indications of a better temperature coefficient (TC) and larger specific electricity production in hot and sunny 
climate [3-6]. Elkem Solar Silicon® (ESS®) is produced by a metallurgical route that gives a low impurity 
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concentration [1]. It is a compensated material with both phosphorus and boron present because of the difficulty of 
removing these elements in metallurgical processes. Gallium can be added to increase the stability of the resistivity 
along the ingot and to secure an ingot yield not limited by resistivity or p/n changeover. The compensation leads to 
silicon with slightly different electronic properties, giving rise to differences in cell performance such as a lower 
short-circuit current (Jsc) and a higher open-circuit voltage (Voc) [7]. 
The recent trend of replacing the Siemens process by cheaper methods in silicon production has led to an increase 
in the research on compensated silicon in order to determine the electronic properties of the solar cells made by such 
materials. In particular, the TC is of interest owing to the performance enhancements mentioned above [3-5]. These 
results on modules have been confirmed on cells, where the TCs of Jsc, Voc, FF and efficiency of ESS®-cells were 
all found to be better compared to poly-silicon reference cells [8]. 
Understanding the variation of the efficiency of solar cells with temperature is important, and until now no 
comprehensive and general model has been developed that describes the TCs according to cell characteristics such 
as bulk resistivity, impurity content, dopants concentrations or compensation level. Since variations in the TCs are 
observed between different cells, it seems logical that a modification or an improvement of these coefficients is 
possible if the right measures are taken. 
In the present study, the TCs were measured on solar cells made from wafers taken from different ingot heights of 
ingots consisting of compensated material mixed with poly-Si in two different blends. The results reveal information 
on how the compensation level and ingot height affects the temperature dependency of the solar cell characteristics. 
2. Experimental procedure 
Solar cells were selected from eight different heights along the ingot from the bottom to the top. The ingots came 
from the centre of a G5 furnace, and the solar cells were manufactured by the same producer, which is a research 
institute. This enables position tracking but gives lower efficiencies than compared to the industrial processing of the 
same wafers. The cells are multicrystalline silicon solar cells (15.6x15.6 cm2) with a conventional aluminium back 
surface field (Al-BSF). The IV-characteristics were measured under a standard AM1.5G spectrum with a NeonSee™ 
AAA sun simulator at STC. The TCs were obtained by measuring the IV characteristics of a cell from 25°C to 50°C 
with one degree steps, and then performing a linear fitting of each parameter to get the temperature coefficients (as 
shown by Martin Green [9], over a limited temperature range the four IV parameters are linear with temperature.) 
The blend-in ratios, resistivities and dopants of the two blended ingots (BIR-M and BIR-H), both having an 
ESS® blend-in ratio of >50%, are shown in Table 1. 
       Table 1. Ingots description. 
Ingot name Blend-in-ratio Resistivity target 
(? cm) 
Mean resistivity 
(? cm) 
Dopants 
BIR-M medium 1.25 1.25 B/Ga-P 
BIR-H high 1.25 1.27 B/Ga-P 
3. Results 
The principal characteristics of the solar cells (Jsc, Voc and the efficiency) are presented in Fig. 1. The trends along 
the ingot can be seen with the highest magnitude of the Jsc, Voc and the efficiency near the bottom of the ingot where 
the lowest defect concentration is expected. Despite the different blend-in-ratios, no significant differences are seen 
on these cells, making them suited for a TC comparison without considering differences in the principal 
characteristics. 
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Fig. 1. (a) The short-circuit current density, (b) the open-circuit voltage and (c) the efficiency of the two different ingots taken on eight different 
locations along the ingots.  
The relative TCs of the Isc, Voc, FF and the efficiency of the solar cells from both ingots are found to improve 
towards the top of the ingots, as shown in Fig. 2. The variation of these coefficients along the ingot is significant 
because earlier research has reported differences in the relative TC of the efficiency between compensated material 
and standard polysilicon in the range of 0.03%/°C ± 0.01 [5,8,10]. This work shows a difference of similar 
magnitude between a top and a bottom cell for both ingots (see Fig. 2d). The main contributing factor of the height-
dependent variation of the TC for the efficiency is the variation of the TC of the Isc, which increases at least 
0.015%abs/°C from bottom to top (see Fig. 2a). 
Another observation to be made from Fig. 2 is that no particular discrepancy (or improvement) can be seen 
between ingots with different blend-in-ratios (i.e. different compensation levels). The variation along the ingot 
predominates over the difference between the two blend-in-ratios studied here. Reasons for this TC augmentation 
together with its implications will be discussed in the next part. 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
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4. Discussion 
It was noted above that the relative TC of the Isc is the main contributor to the increase of the relative TC of the 
efficiency. This is the case although the relative TC of the Isc is smaller in magnitude than the TCs of both the Voc 
and the FF (Fig. 2). The Isc increases slightly with temperature since the bandgap decreases with temperature and 
more photons are absorbed. Therefore, a rise in the TC of the Isc along the ingot might be explained by an even 
stronger narrowing of the bandgap due to compensation. However, no difference between the ingots is visible, which 
discredits this hypothesis.  
 
 
Fig. 2. The relative TCs of: (a) the short-circuit current, (b) the open-circuit voltage and (c) the fill factor and (d) the efficiency of the two 
different ingots taken on eight different locations along the ingots.  
The relative TC of the Voc is also increasing toward the top of the ingot (Fig. 2b), despite the fact that the Voc 
decreases (Fig. 1b) mainly due to the increase in dislocation concentration towards the top. According to Ref. [9], 
the relative TC of the Voc can be expressed as  
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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, 
(1) 
where ???  is the bandgap extrapolated linearly from the temperature of interest to 0 K, k is the Boltzmann’s 
constant, ? is a constant equal to 3 and q is the elementary charge.  
According to Equation (1), a decrease in the Voc should actually decrease the relative TC of the Voc. Thus the 
increase in the relative TC of Voc is due to another mechanism. Our main assumption is that the increases of the 
relative TCs of the Isc and Voc are due to a recombination process that happens at larger rates in cells made from top 
wafers, due to impurity segregation, and that becomes less active with increasing temperature. If so, the lifetime and 
diffusion length would be longer at high temperature, improving the relative TC of the Isc and Voc. Since the impurity 
concentrations rises along the ingot, and the capture cross-sections of certain impurities decrease with temperature 
[11,12], this assumption seems plausible. 
The relative TC of the FF is also rising with the ingot height (see Fig. 2c). This is caused by the increase of the 
relative TC of the Voc which can be seen  in the following equation from Ref. [9]. 
. 
(2) 
Finally, the relative TC of the efficiency, which is the sum of all three factors, is also increasing with the ingot 
height (see Fig. 2d). Solar cells made from the top part of the investigated ingots will thus perform better under high 
temperature conditions compared to cells made from bottom material. 
We conclude that the ingot position must be taken into account when comparing the TCs of cells made by 
different production routes or from different feedstock. 
5. Summary 
The temperature coefficients of solar cells made of different blends of compensated silicon and poly-Si show 
rather large variations within an ingot. The ingots included in this study have almost identical resistivities, despite 
the different blend-in ratios, as well as comparable performances which allow us to rule out differences in the 
resistivity and material quality as reasons for the observed differences between them. All four temperature 
coefficients (i.e. Isc, Voc, FF and efficiency) improve towards the top of the ingot. The reason for this is not yet 
determined, but a probable mechanism seems to be an impurity-related recombination process that has a capture 
cross-section diminishing with temperature (such as B-O complexes, or Fe and FeB for electrons). 
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Abstract 
Several field studies comparing modules based on Elkem Solar Silicon® (ESS®) cells with reference modules based on non-
compensated virgin polysilicon show that the compensated ESS® modules outperform the reference modules with comparable 
installed capacity under certain operating conditions. At high temperatures and high irradiation conditions the modules based on 
compensated silicon produce more energy than the reference modules. In order to increase the understanding of the observed 
effect cells are studied at different temperatures by the means of IV-characteristics as well as quantum efficiencies. Quantum 
efficiency measurements show that the main difference between ESS® cells and polysilicon cells when increasing the 
temperature occurs in the 800 nm to 1100 nm wavelength range. Changes in this wavelength region are typically attributed the 
bulk properties of the material, i.e. the minority carrier lifetime and the carrier mobility. 
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1. Introduction 
PV energy production is growing and an increase in the demand for silicon for solar cell production can be 
expected in the future. By minimizing the energy consumption in the silicon feedstock production the energy pay-
back time of installed solar modules can be reduced. Solar grade silicon (SoGM-Si) produced through the 
metallurgical route is one of the most energy effective production methods for PV [1, 2]. A reduction in the 
greenhouse emissions follows the reduced energy consumption [3]. Elkem Solar Silicon® produced through the 
proprietary metallurgical process contains slightly higher concentrations of doping elements, both boron and 
phosphorus, compared to conventional polysilicon. Typical levels for [B] and [P] are 0.20 ppma and 0.60 ppma, 
respectively. In order to keep the resistivity in ingots in a range suitable for solar cell production phosphorus and 
gallium are added in order to compensate for the phosphorus present. Despite the additional doping elements the 
performance of cells based on such compensated silicon or blends containing both virgin polysilicon and 
compensated silicon rival those made from virgin polysilicon only [2, 4]. It has been reported that the increased total 
dopant concentration leads to a reduction of the carrier mobility in compensated silicon [5-8]. However, reduced 
recombination activity of defects in compensated silicon may counterbalance the reduced mobility by an increase in 
the minority carrier lifetime [9]. Typically lower short-circuit currents (and slightly higher open-circuit voltages) is 
observed in solar cells based on compensated silicon [5]. 
Field studies where modules consisting of Elkem Solar Silicon® are compared to reference modules with 
comparable specifications at standard test conditions show that the modules based on 100% ESS® solar cells 
outperform the reference modules under high temperature and high irradiation operating conditions [2]. Similar 
results where modules based on upgraded metallurgical silicon perform better than the references at summertime has 
also been reporter for other feedstock suppliers [10]. A test system at BVRIT in Hyderabad, India, containing 14 
ESS® modules and 14 polysilicon reference modules, demonstrate that the modules based on Elkem Solar Silicon® 
produce more energy than the reference modules at elevated temperatures and irradiance [11, 12]. During the first 
year the ESS® modules produce more energy than the reference modules in most months of the year, despite a 
slightly lower installed capacity. This beneficial effect of temperature and/or irradiation intensity favoring ESS® 
cells has also been demonstrated on cells in more controlled laboratory experiments [13, 14]. Temperature 
dependent illuminated IV-measurements in a solar simulator show favorable temperature coefficients in ESS® cells 
for the short-circuit current ?????, open-circuit voltage ?????, fill-factor ???? and efficiency ??? [13]. A higher 
operating temperature as well as high irradiance will benefit the modules based on Elkem Solar Silicon® [14]. 
In the present study the quantum efficiencies in cells containing ESS® as well as the reference cells based on 
conventional polysilicon will be studied in order to gain more insight into the observed effect favoring ESS® based 
cells. Quantum efficiencies will be evaluated at 25°C and 50°C.  
2. Experimental details 
Solar cells are chosen from the same batches as used in the field studies in Hyderabad. The wafers and cells are 
produced in 2011 under as identical conditions as possible; by the same producer in identical furnaces and in the 
same cell production line. Cells produced from the top 200 wafers of each block yield average efficiencies of 
16.86% (range 16.43-17.33%) for ESS® and 16.96% (range 16.34-17.34) for the poly references. Cells from the 
bottom 200 wafers yield average efficiencies of 17.18% (range 16.20-17.56%) for ESS® and 17.27% (range 16.34-
17.50%) for the references. Although differences in material quality between blocks and even within the same block 
may arise in multicrystalline wafers, the main differences in the cells are attributed the different silicon feedstock. 
Prior to measurements all cells were subject to annealing at 200°C for 20 minutes followed by a light soaking in 
order to stabilize the degradation caused by BO-related defects. The IV characteristics are measured using a 
commercially available AAA sun simulator. The temperature dependence of the IV data is found by taking 
measurements at even temperature intervals between 25°C and 70°C. Internal and external quantum efficiencies 
(IQE and EQE) are measured at 25°C and 50°C using a setup from PV-tools/LOANA. 
Minimal temperature changes in reflection with the temperature increase are assumed and contacting properties 
are assumed to be identical for ESS® and poly cells. An estimate for the JSC can be obtained by integrating Eq. 1 
from 300 nm to 1200 nm. 
Temperature dependent quantum efficiencies in multicrystalline silicon solar cells
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???? and ???? are the reflectance and transmittance of light at the wavelength, ? , in a cell of area A, respectively. 
The AM1.5G spectrum is used as the incident photon flux, ????. A complete conversion of photons absorbed in the 
material into charge carriers is assumed.  
 
 
Fig. 1. The AM1.5G solar spectrum is shown in black, EQE for a cell in blue and the EQE weighted by the AM1.5G spectrum in red. By 
integrating the weighted EQE an estimate for the JSC can be obtained. 
3. Results 
The batch of compensated cells have an overall average efficiency of 17.0% while the non-compensated 
references show a slightly higher performance of 17.1% in average (for positional details, see above). A general 
trend is that cells based on compensated silicon have lower JSC and higher VOC than corresponding polysilicon 
wafers [5]. IV-characteristics for the cells after light soaking are presented in Table I.  
 
Table 1. IV-measurements at standard testing conditions (STC: 1 Sun illumination, AM1.5G spectrum and 25°C) for selected cells.  
Cell ? [%] ??? [mA/cm2] ??? [mV] ?? 
ESS® top 17.2 34.4 631.2 79.1 
ESS® bottom 16.7 34.2 630.9 77.6 
Poly top 17.5 35.0 632.8 79.0 
Poly bottom 17.4 35.1 631.7 78.7 
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Typical IQE curves for both 25°C and 50°C are shown in Figure 2. At low wavelengths the quantum efficiencies 
are slightly reduced for both compensated and non-compensated silicon solar cells when the temperature is 
increased, while quantum efficiencies are increased at higher wavelengths. The relative difference, 
?????? ? ?????? ?????? , shows that in the 800 nm to 1100 nm range the compensated cell improves more than the 
non-compensated reference.  
The JSC and dJSC/dT calculated from the weighted EQE at 25°C and 50°C are shown in Table II. Temperature 
coefficients from IV-measurements are also included. An increase in the temperature coefficient of the JSC 
benefiting ESS® based cells is found. This corresponds well with both field studies as well as previous 
measurements on cells.  Testing of cells for module production is most likely performed under standard testing 
conditions. An elevated operating temperature may therefore explain why modules based on compensated silicon 
out-perform non-compensated reference modules of comparable installed capacity in tempered climates. Underlying 
mechanisms that may cause this effect are discussed below. 
 
 
Fig. 2. IQE curves for cells at 25°C (black) and 50°C (red). Both ESS® (solid lines) and poly (dashed lines) cells show an increase in the red-
response with increasing temperature. The relative difference show that ESS® increases more than the poly cell in the region from 800 nm to 
1000 nm. 
 
Table 2. Average temperature coefficient based on a JSC estimated using a weighted EQE is compared to values from IV-measurements.  
Cell ??????? 25°C 
[mA/cm2] 
??????? 50°C 
[mA/cm2] 
???? ??? ??? 
[%/K] 
???? ?????  
[%/K] 
ESS® top 37.16 36.9 6.6E-2 6.75E-2 
ESS® bottom 35.1 36.4 6.2E-2 6.38E-2 
Poly top 36.6 37.2 5.6E-2 5.24E-2 
Poly bottom 36.7 37.2 5.6E-2 5.07E-2 
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4. Discussion 
The metallurgical cleaning procedure is fundamentally different from the Siemens process. As less energy is used 
in the purification process of ESS® than conventional polysilicon impurity elements may be present in different 
amounts. Elemental analysis show that the differences in metallic impurities are minimal [1, 15]. Thus, the main 
difference between conventional polysilicon and compensated silicon is the additional dopant elements present in 
the latter. Boron-oxygen complexes are introduced as a possible explanation in  by Tanay et al [16]. The hole 
capture cross section of boron-oxygen related defects is expected to diminish with increasing temperature [17], 
contributing to increased carrier lifetimes and diffusion lengths in the material. As manufacturers of SoGM-Si use 
their own, often unique, technologies for feedstock purification, silicon from different suppliers can differ 
considerably in contaminants and concentrations thereof. The oxygen content in ESS® is found to be comparable to 
non-compensated polysilicon [1, 18] and the amount of BO-complexes in compensated silicon is determined by the 
net doping, p0, and not the total boron concentration [19-21]. Comparable amounts of boron-oxygen complexes are 
therefore expected in both the ESS® cells and the non-compensated cells in this study. Comparable LID in the both 
the ESS® cells and the reference cells used in this study has previously been reported [22]. Peter et al. have, 
however, reported slightly elevated LID in ESS® cells previously [23]. 
Figure 2 shows that the effect favouring ESS® cells over the references occurs in the 800 nm to 1100 nm region. 
Differences in this wavelength range are generally attributed the bulk quality of the material. Thus, the beneficial 
effect of compensation on the performance of modules at high temperatures and irradiation is most likely related to 
the minority carrier lifetime and the carrier mobilities. It is known that compensation may lead to increased lifetimes 
in the material due to a shift in the Fermi level [9, 24]. This increase is countered by a reduction in mobility [6-8]. 
The effect on the mobility is related to scattering events. More dopants will act as scattering sites reducing the 
mobility in compensated silicon. However, the scattering is strongly linked to the temperature. With increasing 
temperatures the difference between compensated and non-compensated silicon will decrease. Thus, elevated 
temperatures are beneficial for compensated silicon as the effect of reduced in mobility will be evened out, while the 
beneficial lifetime effects largely will remain. As a result a relative improvement in diffusion length is expected in 
ESS® cells with increasing temperature.    
The main focus of the discussion has been on the increased temperature, but also the increased irradiation may 
contribute to the improved performance of compensated silicon cells. As mentioned above a small increase in the 
lifetime in compensated silicon is expected due to a Fermi level shift [6-8] and the hole capture cross section of the 
BO-complex will decrease with increasing temperature [17]. With an increased solar irradiance the injection level 
during operation of the modules might be higher than at standard testing conditions. Depending on the nature of the 
dominating impurities in the silicon this may result in a further improvement of the carrier lifetime. Common 
impurities such as BO-complexes and interstitial iron both show increasing SRH-lifetimes with increasing injection 
levels [25, 26].  
Improvements in the efficiency of solar cell in compensated silicon through the impurity photovoltaic (IPV) 
effect has previously been modelled [27]. Using IPV energy levels are introduced in the bandgap, for instance from 
added In or the CrB defect, enabling absorption of sub-bandgap photons. A beneficial effect from IPV will, 
however, only be visible in thin wafers (<50 ?m). Band gap narrowing is known to occur with increasing doping 
levels. Using a recent model an additional band gap narrowing of 2-4 meV can be expected in compensated silicon 
[28]. However, Figure 2 shows that for a given temperature the IQE curves both compensated and non-compensated 
cells converge for high wavelengths. Thus, any beneficial effects of sub-bandgap absorption favouring compensated 
silicon are therefore unlikely.  
5. Summary 
The quantum efficiencies of the cells show a general decrease in the blue-response and an increase in the red-
response for both ESS® and poly cells. When estimating the JSC from the quantum efficiency an improvement 
corresponding roughly to the effect measured in the IV-characteristics is obtained. The main difference in the 
quantum efficiencies is found to be a slightly larger improvement with temperature in the 800 nm to 1100 nm 
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wavelength range for the ESS® cells. Towards 1200 nm the quantum efficiencies of both the ESS® cells and the 
reference cells at the same temperature converge.  
Effects in the quantum efficiency in the wavelength region from 800 nm to 1100 nm are typically attributed bulk 
material properties, i.e. the carrier mobility and lifetime. The carrier mobility decreases less with increasing 
temperature in compensated silicon than in non-compensated silicon. An additional temperature effect on the boron-
oxygen complexes may also contribute by improving the minority carrier lifetime in compensated silicon relative 
non-compensated. Additional sub-bandgap absorption of photons in compensated silicon is unlikely as the quantum 
efficiencies converge towards high wavelengths. 
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Abstract  —  This study presents experimental data on the 
reduction of temperature sensitivity of multicrystalline silicon 
solar cells made from low resistivity ingot. The temperature 
coefficients of solar cells produced from different ingot 
resistivities are compared, and the advantages of increasing the 
net doping are explained. 
Index Terms — compensated silicon, temperature coefficients, 
resistivity, multicrystalline silicon solar cells. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Solar cells and PV modules are systematically characterized 
at standard test conditions STC (1000 W/m
2
, 25°C, AM 1.5) 
fulfilling the ASTM norms. Yet usual operating conditions 
deviate from these conditions. To take into account the 
temperature variations the general parameter “temperature 
coefficient” is introduced to describe how the power output 
varies with temperature under maximum power point 
operation of a solar cell. Temperature coefficients for every 
cell parameter can be derived and they are often presented as 
relative temperature coefficients. Silicon solar cells have a 
negative relative temperature coefficient of the efficiency 
which arises principally from a decrease in the open-circuit 
voltage at high temperature. In the case of multicrystalline 
silicon solar cells a common value for this temperature 
coefficient is -0.45%/°C. This means that a cell with a 20% 
efficiency at 25°C would have an efficiency of less than 17% 
at 60°C, which is a very common operating temperature. 
Reduced temperature coefficients have been demonstrated 
on compensated silicon [1]-[4]. In addition, production 
methods yielding compensated silicon often offer advantages 
such as a reduction in the energy consumption and a lower 
carbon-footprint [5]. Another distinction between 
compensated silicon and non-compensated silicon is the 
production of ingots with a lower resistivity due to the 
presence of both boron and phosphorus. Indeed, since 
phosphorus has a lower segregation coefficient (0.35) than 
boron (0.8), their respective concentrations vary differently 
throughout the height of the ingot, which induces a resistivity 
increase along the ingot until a p/n changeover near the top 
part of the ingot. When using compensated material, a lower 
yield could therefore be obtained owing to the unusable n-
doped part. A way to avoid this p/n changeover is to dope with 
gallium which has a segregation coefficient of 0.008. The 
ingot is thus fully p-type with a flatter resistivity profile. 
On the contrary, non-compensated silicon is doped with 
only one type of dopant and has therefore a resistivity profile 
continuously decreasing along the ingot. To cope with solar 
cell processing, resistivity requirements are made with an 
upper and a lower resistivity limit which involve a low starting 
resistivity for compensated silicon and a higher starting 
resistivity for non-compensated silicon. 
In most of the studies comparing the temperature sensitivity 
of compensated and non-compensated silicon solar cells [1]-
[3], no specific attention is paid to the bulk resistivity of the 
samples. Yet the effect of resistivity on the solar cell 
temperature sensitivity has been demonstrated [4], thus 
questioning the impact of wafer resistivity in previous studies. 
In this paper an experimental investigation is carried out on 
the role of the wafer resistivity on the temperature 
coefficients. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Three compensated silicon ingots made of Elkem Solar 
Silicon® (ESS®) with targeted resistivities of 0.5 Ω.cm, 0.9 
Ω.cm and 1.3 Ω.cm, and a non-compensated silicon reference 
ingot with a targeted resistivity of 1.3 Ω.cm made from a 
fluidized-bed reactor were used in this study. The 
compensated silicon ingots contain gallium. General ingot 
properties are summarized in Table I. Bricks of center 
positions of industrial G5 sized ingots were wafered and then 
processed into PERC (Passivated Emitter and Rear Cell) cells 
by REC Solar. The cells are high performance multicrystalline 
silicon solar cells measuring 15.6x15.6cm
2
. 
 
TABLE I. INGOT DESCRIPTION 
Ingot name Target Resistivity 
(Ω.cm) 
Dopants 
Comp1 0.5 B/P/Ga 
Comp2 0.9 B/P/Ga 
Comp3 1.3 B/P/Ga 
Ref 1.3 B 
 
The resistivity profiles of the four ingots are plotted in Fig. 
1. The resistivities were measured by Semilab Eddy current. 
Flat resistivity profiles up to 0.8 in relative height were 
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 obtained for the compensated ingots. The reference ingot 
which is only doped with boron has a resistivity starting 
higher than ingot Comp3, and crossing it at 0.6. The reference 
ingot even crosses ingot Comp2 but the solar cells used in this 
study stop just before this point. 
The IV-characteristics were measured under a standard AM 
1.5 G spectrum with a NeonSee™ AAA sun simulator. The 
temperature coefficients of the open-circuit voltage (βVoc), of 
the short-circuit current (βIsc), of the fill factor (βFF) and of the 
efficiency (βη) were obtained by measuring the IV 
characteristics of a cell from 25°C to 70°C with five-degree 
steps followed by a linear fitting of each parameter to get the 
coefficients. The coefficients are then divided by the value of 
the corresponding parameter at 25°C to get the relative 
temperature coefficients. 
 
Fig. 1. Resistivity profiles of solar cells from the four ingots. 
III. RESULTS  
The efficiency of the solar cells from different brick height 
is presented in Fig. 2. The highest efficiencies are located near 
the middle (here around 0.4 in relative height) of the ingot 
where the lowest defect concentration is expected. At the very 
bottom the cells have a higher oxygen concentration in general 
due to diffusion from the crucible which causes low 
efficiencies, and the dislocation concentration is increasing 
towards the top. The ingots were made with a high 
performance multicrystalline process allowing a low 
dislocation density growth along the ingot height, which can 
be seen as the efficiency decreases slowly along the ingot 
height. The ingots Ref and Comp3 have the same resistivities. 
However the compensated ingot shows slightly higher 
efficiencies. Compensated silicon generally has a lower 
lifetime and carrier mobilities [6-11], thus lower efficiencies 
are expected. In this case the better efficiencies for the 
compensated material may indicate fluctuations in cell 
processing predominate the performance differences between 
compensated and non-compensated silicon solar cells for this 
cell type. More advanced cell types such as heterojunction or 
PERL are more sensitive to lifetime, and it is expected that the 
difference between compensated and non-compensated would 
appear. The ingot Comp1 with an ingot resistivity of 0.5 Ω.cm 
shows a good efficiency profile even with its high doping. The 
best efficiencies were obtained with the 0.9 Ω.cm  ingot 
(Comp2) with the best cell having an efficiency of 18.86% 
(not externally validated). 
 
Fig. 2. Efficiency of solar cells from the four ingots as a function 
of the relative height. 
 
The relative temperature coefficients of main cell 
parameters are shown in Fig. 3. The temperature sensitivity of 
the lowest resistivity ingot (Comp1) is reduced as shown in 
Fig. 3d. This ingot presents better βIsc and βFF (Fig.3 a,c) and a 
good βVoc (Fig. 3b). Ingot Comp2 with a targeted wafer 
resistivity of 0.9 Ω.cm shows a temperature sensitivity similar 
to ingot Comp3. The reference ingot which is lightly 
compensated with a slightly lower efficiency profile than ingot 
Comp3 (Fig 2) has the worst temperature coefficients. This 
doesn’t come from a usual benefit of compensated material in 
the βIsc [1-4], where actually the reference ingot is better than 
the ingot Comp3 with the same resistivity. The low βVoc and 
βFF (Fig 2b,c) are the reasons for the worse βη. 
The improvement of the temperature coefficient of the low 
resistivity ingot is partially explained by the higher net doping, 
which is increasing the open-circuit voltage. This gain causes 
a direct increase of the βVoc as can be seen from the equation 
[12,13]: 
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 where k, q, Tc and Eg0 are the electron charge, Boltzmann’s 
constant, the cell temperature and the linearly extrapolated 
bandgap of the relevant recombination process at 0 K, 
respectively. γ is a parameter corresponding to the temperature 
sensitivity of the mechanism determining the open-circuit 
voltage. Therefore a high open-circuit voltage implies a 
reduction of the temperature sensitivity of the solar cell [9]. 
The second cause of the better low resistivity ingot 
temperature sensitivities is the reduced βFF (Fig. 2c). This 
coefficient can be expressed as [12,13]: 
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where Rs is the series resistance, FF0 the ideal fill factor (free 
of series and shunt resistances effects), and voc is the 
normalized open-circuit voltage. 
An increase of the open-circuit voltage will increase the 
ideal fill factor and reduce the βVoc which both increase the 
βFF. Therefore the low resistivity ingot (Comp1) with its 
higher open-circuit voltage shows the best βFF. 
 
Fig. 3. Relative temperature coefficients of (a) the short-circuit 
current, (b) the open-circuit voltage, (c) the fill factor and (d) the 
power at maximum power point (equivalent to efficiency) as a 
function of the relative height for the same solar cells as in Fig. 2. 
Another reason for the reduced temperature sensitivity of 
the low resistivity ingot (Comp1) is a larger βIsc. The 
differences observed over the entire brick height (Fig. 3a) can 
only be explained by an improved temperature coefficient of 
the collection fraction. This is the second term of the 
following equation describing βJsc [12,13]: 
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where Eg is the bandgap of the semiconductor. The first right-
hand term is fixed for a certain semiconductor and arises from 
the bandgap dependency on the temperature. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
The low resistivity ingot has the lowest short-circuit current 
due to the lowered lifetime expected with more doping and at 
the same time the best βIsc. In Fig. 4 the βIsc is plotted as a 
function of the short-circuit current. It can be observed that the 
cells with the highest current have the worst βIsc. Indeed 
Comp1 with the highest doping concentration has the lowest 
currents and the best temperature coefficients. Ingot Ref 
should have had the best currents but due to processing 
fluctuations this ingot is below Comp2 and Comp3. 
Furthermore this ingot was expected to have the worst βIsc [1-
4], but possibly due to its lower currents this ingot shows 
better βIsc than Comp2 and Comp3. We suggest that this might 
come from a larger improvement of the collection fraction 
with temperature. This may explain why cells with poor 
material qualities achieve higher βIsc than good-quality cells. 
 
Fig. 4. Relative temperature coefficients of the short-circuit 
current as a function of the short-circuit current. 
 
To estimate the impact of increasing the open-circuit 
voltage by decreasing the resistivity on the βVoc, the latter 
parameter is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of the open-circuit 
voltage. The curve is quasi-linear because of the small open-
circuit voltage range with these cells. The ingots with the 
lowest resistivities (Comp1 and Comp2) have the best open-
circuit voltages thanks to the higher net doping and thus a 
better temperature coefficient. Comp3 is slightly better than 
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 Ref due to a slightly higher net doping. The resistivity of ingot 
Comp3 is mainly lower than Ref, therefore the net doping is 
higher. Furthermore the mobility is decreased in compensated 
material thus one has to increase the net doping to obtain the 
same resistivity as non-compensated silicon. These combined 
factors explain the better open-circuit voltage for Comp3 and 
as a result the better βVoc. 
 
Fig. 5. Relative temperature coefficients of the open-circuit 
voltage as a function of the open-circuit voltage. 
 
Fig. 6. Relative temperature coefficients of the fill factor as a 
function of the open-circuit voltage. 
 
The βFF also depends on the open-circuit voltage, present in 
the ideal fill factor and in βVoc, as shown in (2). This 
dependency is plotted in Fig. 6. The βFF clearly increases with 
the open-circuit voltage. Ingot Comp3 present better βFF  than 
the reference ingot due the higher net doping. And ingot 
Comp1 with the largest open-circuit voltages has the best 
results for this coefficient.  
Hence a large open-circuit voltage caused by a high net 
doping enhances both βVoc and βFF. 
V. CONCLUSION 
We compared the temperature coefficients of silicon solar 
cells made from ingots with different resistivities and we have 
shown that a lowering of the wafer resistivity could lead to a 
great reduction of the temperature sensitivity of the solar cell. 
This improvement comes from three distinct factors. First a 
high net doping decreases the lifetime which reduces the 
short-circuit current. This lower short-circuit current gives an 
enhanced temperature coefficient of the short-circuit current 
caused by unknown mechanisms. Secondly the higher net 
doping increases the open-circuit voltage which improves 
directly the temperature coefficient of the open-circuit voltage. 
And finally this higher open-circuit voltage also improves the 
temperature coefficient of the fill factor. The improvement of 
the temperature coefficient of the efficiency results from the 
enhancement of the three previous temperature coefficients. 
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Abstract - This study focuses on the variations of the 
temperature coefficients after light-induced degradation (LID) of 
compensated multicrystalline silicon solar cells from three 
different ingots. The ingots have been chosen to see the effect of 
the compensation level, the resistivity and the impact of adding 
gallium to keep the resistivity as constant as possible along the 
ingot. The temperature coefficients of the efficiency experience a 
major decrease after LID on all ingots. We found that this 
decrease varies along the ingot height and does not correspond to 
the Voc drop. Moreover, no direct correlation with the interstitial 
oxygen concentration profiles could be seen. 
Index Terms compensated silicon, light-induced 
degradation, silicon solar cells, temperature coefficients. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Compensated silicon produced by metallurgical refming 
methods offers well-known advantages compared to silicon 
from the Siemens process [1] such as a reduction in the energy 
consumption and a lower carbon-footprint [2]. Moreover, the 
solar cells/modules made of this material appear to behave 
better at high temperature [3]-[6] and have a higher open­
circuit voltage [7]. However, a recent study indicates that the 
better temperature coefficient (TC) does not seem to come 
from the compensation level [8]. Instead, the ingot height 
seems to play a very important role for this parameter. The 
compensated material used in this study was Elkem Solar 
Silicon® (ESS®). It contains both phosphorus and boron, 
because of the difficulty of removing these elements fully in 
metallurgical processes. 
Understanding the variation of the efficiency of solar cells 
with temperature is an important issue due to the elevated 
working temperature of the cells in modules under normal 
operating conditions. No comprehensive and general model 
has been developed that describes the TCs according to cell 
characteristics such as bulk resistivity, dopants concentrations, 
compensation level or recombination centers. Since variations 
in the TCs are observed between different cells [6], it seems 
logical that a modification or an improvement of the 
temperature coefficients is possible if the right measures are 
taken. To do so, a deeper understanding of how TCs depend 
on material properties needs to be developed. 
In the present study, the TCs of the short-circuit current 
(Jsd, the open-circuit voltage (Vod, the fill factor (FF) and 
the efficiency (,,) of solar cells were measured on cells made 
of material taken from various heights in three different ingots 
made from three different blends of compensated silicon and 
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conventional uncompensated silicon made by the Siemens 
process. The measurements of the cell characteristics were 
performed before and after LID. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The ingots consist of: 25%, 73% and 100 % compensated 
silicon. The mean resistivities of the ingots are 1.22 n.cm, 
1.27 n.cm and 0.45 n.cm, respectively. The 73% blended 
ingot contains gallium. These values are summarized in Table 
I. Bricks of center positions of industrial G5 sized ingots were 
wafered. Wafers were picked from eight different locations 
distributed along the ingot height from the ingots with 25 % 
and 73 % compensated material. The low resistivity (LR) 
ingot with 100 % compensated material was made in a G5 
sized research furnace. Six wafers were selected at varying 
heights from the LR ingot. The wafers from all three ingots 
were processed into cells by the same producer, which is a 
research institute, but the LR ingot was processed at a 
different period. This enables position tracking, but gives 
lower efficiencies than industrial processing of the same 
wafers. The cells are multi crystalline silicon solar cells 
(l5.6xI5.6cm2) with a conventional aluminium back surface 
field (AI-BSF). 
The IV -characteristics were measured under a standard 
AM1.5G spectrum with a NeonSee™ AAA sun simulator at 
STC. The TCs were obtained by measuring the IV 
characteristics of a cell from 25°C to 70°C with two degrees 
steps followed by a linear fitting of each parameter to get the 
coefficients. As shown by Martin Green [9], the four IV 
parameters vary linearly with temperature over a limited 
temperature range. The TCs as well as the IV-curves were first 
measured on as-processed cells, and then after a 48h light­
soaking under halogen lamps. 
TABLE I. INGOT DESCRIPT'ON 
Name Blend-in ratio Mean resistivity Dopants 
(% ESS®) (n.cm) 
BIRI 25 1.22 B-P 
BIR4 73 1.27 B/Ga-P 
LR 100 0.45 B-P 
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The interstitial oxygen concentration of wafers taken along 
the three ingot heights was measured by Fourier transform 
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). 
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Fig. 1. Resistivity profiles of the ingots LR, BIR I and BIR4. The 
blue lines represent the bottom and top cut positions, which are the 
same for the BIRI and BIR4 ingots. 
III. RESULTS 
The LR and BIRI ingots have resistivity profiles, which are 
typical of compensated silicon, and have a pin changeover at 
about 95% height of the ingot. The changeover corresponds to 
the resistivity peaks visible in Fig. 1. The BIR4 ingot contains 
gallium and has a more stable resistivity profile; almost flat on 
the total useable block length and without the pin changeover. 
The blue bars represent the bottom and top cut positions set to 
fulfill lifetime andlor resistivity specifications. It should be 
noted that in the following graphs the relative height 
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corresponds to the useable block length, l.e. the part in 
between the blue bars. 
The efficiencies of the cells before and after LID are 
presented in Fig. 2. The ingots BIRI and BIR4 give cells with 
higher efficiencies than the LR research ingot. The reason for 
this is the quality of the solidification in the research furnace 
together with the non-optimal bulk resistivity. The LR ingot 
will contain a higher dislocation density as well as larger 
impurity concentrations. This is confirmed by the efficiency 
profile of the LR ingot which shows a larger decrease toward 
the top than the other two ingots in Fig. 2. 
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The efficiency profiles remain similar after the LID with an 
approximate average loss in efficiency below 1.5% for the two 
industrial scale ingots, and slightly larger than 2% for the LR 
ingot. These average losses are just estimations based on a 
small number of cells. 
As shown in two recent studies [8] [13], the TCs of 
compensated silicon solar cells depend on the position in the 
ingot. This is also seen clearly in figure 3. Moreover the 
difference between top cells and bottom cells is substantial 
before LID: approximately 10 % relative is gained on the top 
part of the ingot. The LR ingot gives cells with higher TCs 
than the two other ingots, but the increase along the ingot is 
similar in all three ingots. 
The 48h light-soaking has reduced the TCs of the efficiency 
significantly. However, this TC drop is less pronounced for 
the LR ingot. In the next part we will suggest possible reasons 
for this decrease. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
The pertinence of measuring temperature coefficients of 
solar cells before LID can be questionable because the cells 
are under illumination for 20min. The performance of the cells 
decreases because of this unavoidable light-soaking, meaning 
that the actual value of the temperature coefficients before 
LID should be slightly higher than measured. 
As previously mentioned, the TCs of the Jsc, the Voc, the FF 
and the efficiency are all increasing with ingot height. The 
TCs of the efficiency are shown in Fig. 3 (for the other 
parameters, before LID, please refer to [9]). The cause of this 
is still unclear, but Ref. [9] suggests that the increase of the 
TCs along the ingot height is not caused by the rise of the 
compensation level. The dislocation density and the impurity 
concentrations are varying along the ingot, and a lifetime 
limited by a recombination mechanism with a capture cross­
section decreasing with temperature could explain this effect. 
The present study focuses on the role of the LID on the TCs. 
Multicrystalline silicon solar cells have a low concentration of 
oxygen (typically � 1017 cm-3) and should not show a LID 
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behavior due to the formation of B-O complexes [10]. 
Contrary to this, researchers have reported LID on 
multi crystalline cells as well [11], and particularly on highly 
compensated silicon solar cells [12], that exhibited a different 
degradation kinetic to standard cells. The interstitial oxygen 
concentration along the ingots is shown in Fig. 5. The 
measured wafers do not correspond to the cells displayed in 
Fig. 2, 3, 4 and 6. The segregation coefficient of oxygen is 
close to 1 so the main cause of the oxygen concentration 
profile is diffusion from the crucible to the silicon melt. As a 
result, the concentrations at the bottom and on the sides of the 
silicon slab are the largest. The ingots used in this study come 
from the center of the ingot and only the large concentration 
of interstitial oxygen at the bottom is observable in Fig. 5. The 
largest concentration of oxygen at the bottom of the ingot 
should induce a larger drop in efficiency in this part, but such 
a thing was not observed experimentally in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 5. Interstitial oxygen concentration measured by FTIR on 
wafers distributed along the ingots. 
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The light-soaking has reduced the TC of the efficiency 
significantly. This is also seen for the relative TCs of the Jsc, 
the Voc and the FF for the ingots BIRI and BIR4 as shown in 
Fig. 4. On the LR ingot the FF is the main contribution in the 
reduction of the relative TC of the efficiency. The relative TC 
of the Jsc has even improved for the bottom and the middle 
part of the ingot. The variability from cell to cell in the LR 
ingot shows a steady trend whereas in the two other ingots 
some deviating measurements were observed. This can be due 
to non-optimized cell processing as the cells from the LR 
ingot were not fabricated at the same time as the cells from the 
ingots BIRI and BIR4. 
The Voc has decreased because of the lowering of the 
lifetime after LID. The TC of the Voc can be expressed as [9]: 
_1_dVoc = � 
Voc dT T 
E 
�+kr T (1) 
where Ego is the bandgap extrapolated linearly from the 
temperature of interest to 0 K, k is the Boltzmann's constant, Y 
is a constant equal to 3 and q is the elementary charge. The 
decrease of the Voc itself induces a reduction of the TC of the 
Voc· 
The relative TC of the FF can be expressed as [9]: 
_1_dFF =(1-1 02FF )(
_I_dVoc -�
J 
(2) 
FF dT ' 0 Voc dT T 
with FFo the ideal value of the FF for a cell free of series and 
shunt resistances. This expression depends on the Voc in the 
relative TC of the Voc as well as in the FFo. The decrease of 
the Voc due to LID reduces both the relative TC of the Voc 
and the FFo. 
The mechanism causing the LID after 48h light-soaking has 
a negative impact on the TCs. The difference between the TCs 
of the efficiency before and after LID is presented in Fig. 6. 
The decrease in TC is larger on the top part of the ingot. 
Interestingly this is where the concentration of oxygen is the 
smallest. It is therefore unlikely that B-O complexes are 
responsible for the decrease of the TCs. Surface effects are 
believed to be part of the LID in cells with a low concentration 
of oxygen, but with a SiN:H/Si interface [10]. Moreover, the 
surface passivation plays an important role in the TC as 
observed in [14] and [15] where a relative TC of the efficiency 
up to -O.l%/K was measured on a silicon heterojunction cell 
with an a-SiOx window layer compared to the usual -O.3%/K 
observed on this kind of solar cell. Then the decrease in TC 
observed after light-soaking could be due to differences in the 
surface passivation. However the larger drop on top of the 
ingot is not yet explained. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
We have carried out an analysis of the effect of LID on the 
TCs in order to better understand the dependency of these 
parameters on the ingot height. It has been shown that: 
1. LID has decreased the performance of the solar 
cells chosen in this study as predicted by other 
studies. 
2. LID has also significantly decreased the TCs of 
the efficiency particularly at the top part of the 
ingot. 
3. This reduction comes from the decrease of the 
TCs of the Jsc, the Voc and the FF for the ingots 
with the mean resistivities around 1.25Q.cm 
while for the LR ingot it comes mainly from the 
drop of the TC of the FF. 
The reduction in the TCs of the Voc and the FF is explained 
by the performance decrease of the cells. However the largest 
decrease of the TC of the efficiency at the top part of the ingot 
is not explained by the creation of B-O complexes because of 
the decreasing oxygen concentration toward the top of the 
ingot. The LID due to B-O complexes formation should 
increase along the ingot height, whereas the drop in the TC of 
the efficiency follows the opposite trend. 
We believe that the lowering of the lifetime due to the B-O 
complexes formation only slightly reduces the TCs. However 
the largest variation in TCs has to originate from interface 
interactions and the possible rise of recombination at the 
surface because of LID. 
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ABSTRACT 
 This paper presents measured temperature coefficients of multicrystalline solar cells. The impact 
on the temperature coefficients of different bulk resistivities, compensation levels, cell structures and 
relative heights along a brick were studied. It is shown that increasing the base net doping reduces the 
temperature sensitivity. The solar cells with the best temperature coefficients are situated at different 
heights of the ingot depending on the cell structure. This is explained to origin from a combination of the 
cell parameters variations along the ingot and changes of the recombination mechanisms which affect the 
temperature coefficients. Light-induced degradation has a negative effect on the cell performances as well 
as on the temperature coefficients. It is observed that solar cells which are lightly compensated (with a 
majority carrier concentration in the same order of magnitude as the dopants concentrations) do not show 
an advantageous temperature coefficient compared to solar cells made of non-compensated silicon. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Solar cells are normally characterized under standard test conditions, although solar panels 
operating in the field exceed very often 25°C. Temperature increases have a negative effect on solar cell 
performances [1, 2]. At the highest irradiance point during a day, when the panel produces the most, the 
temperature of the panel is at its maximum. Hence, the loss of energy production due to the high cell 
temperature is also the highest. It is therefore important to account for the temperature sensitivity of a 
solar panel in order to predict accurately the actual production yield of an installation. 
The temperature sensitivity of solar cells depends on many factors. The most well-known element 
is that a reduction of the temperature sensitivity can be achieved by increasing the open-circuit voltage 
thanks to the use of high-performance cell structures [3-6]. The base net doping is also an influencing 
parameter [7-9], the presence of compensating dopants in the feedstocks [7, 10, 11], and indirect effects 
such as the wafer position in the ingot [12] and light-induced degradation (LID)[13]. It is therefore 
important to identify and quantify the elements enabling an improvement of the temperature coefficients. 
In the present paper a decorrelation is proposed to separate and identify the effect of each 
influencing parameter. Firstly, expressions of the temperature coefficients made by previous authors [1, 2, 
4] are presented to give an overview of their main dependencies. Then, experimental temperature 
coefficients are displayed with their dependencies and correlated variables are isolated. 
2. THEORY OF THE TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY 
  
 The temperature sensitivity of a solar cell when operating at maximum power point is measured 
by the temperature coefficient of the efficiency. The efficiency of a PV device often varies linearly with 
the temperature on the operating temperature range [2]. Thus, the relative temperature coefficient of a 
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parameter (X), βη, is the slope of this parameter as a function of the temperature on the considered 
temperature range divided by the value of the parameter at STC as shown in the next equation: 
 
25 C
1 d ( )
(25 C) d
X
T
X T
X T

 


 . (1) 
 The efficiency can be expressed as the product of the open-circuit voltage, the short-circuit current 
and the fill factor, divided by the solar power. When deriving and dividing by the efficiency one gets: 
 oc scV I FF        (2) 
 The first term is the relative temperature coefficient of the open-circuit voltage (βVoc) which can be 
expressed as [2]: 
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  (3) 
where k, q, Tc and Eg0 are Boltzmann’s constant, the electron charge, the cell temperature and the linearly 
extrapolated bandgap of the relevant recombination process at 0 K, respectively. γ is a parameter 
depending on the recombination mechanisms and it can be expressed as a function of the External 
Radiative Efficiency (ERE) at the open-circuit voltage as follows [1]: 
 
goc sc
c c c
d lnd ln ERE d ln
1 2
d ln d ln d ln
E j
T T T

 
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 
. (4) 
Eg is the bandgap of the material and jsc the short-circuit current density. ERE is defined as the fraction of 
the total dark current recombination that is emitted from the cell. Typical values for γ are in the range of 
±3 [14]. The open-circuit voltage decreases with temperature due to the increase of the dark saturation 
current, so βVoc is negative. 
 The second term of Eq. 2 is the relative temperature coefficient of the short-circuit current (βJsc). 
The short-circuit current can be written as the product of the ideal short-circuit current (Isc,1sun) and the 
collection fraction (fc). The latter is the fraction of useful photons (with E ≥ Eg) collected as carriers. βIsc 
can be expressed from the previous relation as [2]: 
 
gSC,1sunSC C
sc
SC SC,1sun g C
ddd d1 1 1
d d d d
I
EII f
I T I E T f T
    . (5) 
 This temperature coefficient depends on the variation of fc with the temperature, and on the 
increase of current due to the bandgap decreasing with temperature. Therefore this coefficient is positive, 
but with a smaller amplitude than βVoc. 
 The last term of Eq. (2) is the relative temperature coefficient of the fill factor (βFF). This 
coefficient can be written as [4]: 
  
 
oc s s
0
oc oc sc s s
d d1 d 1 1 1
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d d d/
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V R RFF
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  (6) 
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where Rs is the series resistance, FF0 the ideal fill factor (free of series and shunt resistances effects), and 
voc is the normalized Voc. The latter two parameters can be expressed as 
 
 oc oc
0
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ln 0.72
1
v v
FF
v
 


 and 
oc oc
q
v V
nkT
 . (7) 
 An increase in the open-circuit voltage will increase the FF0 and reduce the βVoc which both 
increase βFF. The right-hand term in Eq. (6) is expected to have more variations with cells having large Rs. 
3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
 
In this study two types of multicrystalline silicon solar cells were investigated. The first type is 
Al-BSF cells made of wafers from the center brick of four different ingots with the same targeted 
resistivity made of a blend-in of compensated silicon (made of Elkem Solar Silicon®) and non-
compensated silicon (material from a fluidized bed reactor). The wafers were processed in a laboratory 
production line. The other type is PERC solar cells. Wafers coming from the center brick of four different 
ingots were processed as PERC cells in an industrial production line. The ingots were made from the same 
feedstocks, one consisting entirely of non-compensated silicon and three with 70% compensated silicon. 
The compensated silicon ingots have different targeted resistivities of 0.5, 0.9 and 1.3 Ω·cm and the non-
compensated silicon has a targeted resistivity of 1.3 Ω·cm as well. Each type of cell was then divided in 
two groups, as-processed cells, and cells which underwent a 48 hours light soaking treatment. All the 
values for the distinct ingots and the names for the different groups are summarized in Table 1.  
 
Table 1: Ingots description 
      
Cell structure Groups Ingot name Targeted 
Resistivity   
(Ω·cm) 
Dopants Blend-in ratio 
(% ESS
®
) 
      
      
Al-BSF 
BIR 
BIR after LID 
CL1 1.25 B-P 25 
CL2 1.25 B/Ga-P 40 
CL3 1.25 B/Ga-P 56 
CL4 1.25 B/Ga-P 73 
      
      
PERC 
Res 
Res after LID 
Res.Noncomp 1.3 B 0 
Res1.Comp 0.5 B/Ga-P 70 
Res2.Comp 0.9 B/Ga-P 70 
Res3.Comp 1.3 B/Ga-P 70 
      
  
 The solar cells are standard 15.6x15.6 cm
2 
cells which were selected at different locations along 
the center brick of each ingot. The current-voltage (IV) characteristics were measured under a standard 
AM1.5G spectrum with a NeonSee™ AAA sun simulator at STC. The temperature coefficients were 
obtained by measuring several IV characteristics of a cell from 25°C to 70°C, and a linear fitting over the 
temperature range was performed for each parameter.  
The values for the open-circuit voltage, the short-circuit current and the fill factor were normalized with 
the maximum value of each parameter, and are called “relative” values, so that it is not confused with the 
normalized open-circuit voltage defined in Eq. (7). 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1. DECORRELATION 
 
The cells parameters (open-circuit voltage, short-circuit current, fill factor and efficiency) vary 
with the bulk resistivity, the position of the cell along the brick height and the compensation level. And 
these parameters as well as LID were shown to affect the temperature coefficients [7-13]. However it is 
not clear if this is only due to the variations of the cell parameters with these parameters. As discussed in 
Ref. [12], βVoc is improving toward the top of the ingot even though the open-circuit voltage is decreasing. 
This suggests a direct dependency of βVoc with the relative height in the brick.  
To distinguish between indirect effects of the variations of cell parameters and an actual 
dependency we used polynomial curve fitting. Then all experimental points were translated along the 
fitted curve to a single abscissa value. This way the observed dependency was suppressed and the new 
obtained data points could be plotted against another variable. 
4.2. INTERDEPENDENCE OF THE CELL PARAMETERS WITH THE WAFER’S BRICK 
HEIGHT 
 
Experimental temperature coefficients of the open-circuit voltage as a function of the wafer’s 
brick height from which the cell was processed are shown in Fig. 1a. And the dependency of βVoc with the 
open-circuit voltage is shown in Fig. 1b. Theoretical curves with γ values (from Eq. (4)) from 2 to 4 were 
calculated and displayed in Fig. 1b. βVoc is depending on the open-circuit voltage as described in Eq. (3). 
Yet the spread in values is very large. The parameter γ has a significant impact on the variations as shown 
by the theoretical curves. This spread in βVoc could be a consequence of important variations of γ. 
The open-circuit voltage varies along the brick height and consequently a decorrelation is needed 
to estimate the impact of the relative height alone. The theoretical βVoc with a given γ value (from Eq. (4)) 
were calculated. We can see in Fig. 1b that different γ give practically parallel curves. As the correction 
explained previously only considers the curvature, the choice of the value of γ doesn’t affect the 
correction. 
The experimental βVoc was corrected according to the theoretical one, implying that each data 
point was shifted, parallel to the theoretical curves, to a common value of Voc. The Voc-corrected βVoc was 
plotted as a function of the relative height in Fig. 2a. The experimental values were corrected for the open-
circuit voltage, so the only dependence left is on γ. A second y-axis represents the corresponding γ values. 
The dependence of βVoc on the relative height was corrected with a fitted curve and Fig. 2b was obtained. 
Note that correcting for the relative height is actually equivalent to correcting for the component of γ 
caused by the relative height. 
The four groups of cells have their βVoc increasing with the brick height, most likely due to the 
change in recombination mechanisms affecting the parameter γ. From Fig. 2b we can see that the data are 
less scattered after the decorrelation than the raw data in Fig. 1b. The remaining fluctuations are partly 
caused by measurements uncertainties. Furthermore a single correction was made on the height 
dependency of βVoc for the four ingots. But γ might vary differently along the ingot height for each ingot. 
The Al-BSF cells have a larger variation of their βVoc owing to the position in the brick than to 
the changes of the open-circuit voltage. This is shown in the perpendicular trend of these two 
groups in Fig. 1b compared to the general increasing trend. We can see that this perpendicular trend 
is greatly reduced in Fig. 2b after the height correction. The cells of the two “Res” groups have the 
PERC design, and are more sensitive to the wafer quality (i.e carrier lifetime) due to the higher 
attainable open-circuit voltage offered by this cell type. This gives a larger spread in open-circuit 
voltage than the Al-BSF cells, as well as higher values (Fig. 1b). This spread of the open-circuit 
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voltage along the brick height cause a more pronounced variation of the temperature coefficient for 
the PERC type than what the γ -variation throughout the ingot does. 
 This is the opposite to the Al-BSF cells. And it explains why the best βVoc of the Al-BSF cells 
are found at the top (where γ is the highest), while for PERC it is in the middle of the ingot (where 
the open-circuit voltage is the highest).  
                
 
Fig. 1. βVoc as a function of a) the relative height in the brick and b) of the relative open-circuit voltage with 
theoretical curves for three different γ values, for the four groups of ingots.  
 
         
 
Fig. 2. a) Height-corrected βVoc as a function of the relative height in the brick and of gamma, b) Voc-corrected βVoc as 
a function of the relative open-circuit voltage, for the four groups of ingots.  
 
Fig. 3a displays experimental temperature coefficients of the short-circuit current as a function of 
the relative height. Apart from the group of cells “BIR after LID”, all three groups have their temperature 
coefficients increasing with the relative height. Fig. 3b shows βIsc as a function of the short-circuit current. 
Four different trends corresponding to the four groups of cells can de distinguished. In all cases a low 
short-circuit current gives an improved βIsc. Yet, the short-circuit current just as the open-circuit voltage is 
varying along the brick height, therefore a decorrelation was made.  
a) b) 
a) b) 
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The correction was made on the first type of cells: the two “BIR” groups for a given current value; 
and to the second type of cells: the two “Res” groups with a second current value. Fig. 3c shows the 
results after correction. The shifts of the mean values of each group is due to the correction and should not 
be considered, therefore the y-axis is not shown. The increasing trend observed in Fig. 3a has vanished 
except for the group “BIR” where it has only been reduced. This means that the trends seen in Fig. 3a and 
3b, i.e. the relation between the βIsc and the wafers’ position as well as the relation between βIsc and the 
short-circuit current, are equivalent. We can deduce from Fig. 3b that cells of poor quality showing low 
short-circuit currents will see their currents increase more with temperature.  
Two possible explanations for this phenomenon are proposed. A lower current can be caused by a 
reduced mobility or lifetime. If it is a reduced mobility (because of more ionized impurities for instance), 
the mobility dependency with temperature would be weaker [15, 16]. Another explanation is a lifetime 
limited by a defect with a positive temperature dependence. For example the capture cross sections of 
molybdenum, manganese and interstitial iron decrease with temperature [17, 18]. 
                
      
 
Fig. 3. βIsc as a function of a) the relative height in the brick, b) of the relative short-circuit current for the four groups 
of ingots. c) Isc-corrected βIsc as a function of the relative height in the brick for the four groups of ingots. The 
correction was made separately for the two “BIR” groups and the two “Res” groups. The shift of the mean values of 
each group is due to the correction and should not be considered, only the presence or not of a trend should be 
examined. 
 
b) a) 
c) 
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 It should be noticed that in Fig. 3b even though four different trends are observed, the slopes are 
relatively close. This can be explained by different collection fractions giving different short-circuit 
currents, but a similar dependence on the relative temperature coefficient of the collection fraction with 
the short-circuit current. Indeed the first summand of Eq. (5) does only depend on the absorbing material’s 
bandgap and on the spectrum of the lamp. 
The Al-BSF cells in this study possess a generally lower open-circuit voltage than PERC solar 
cells. This induces a lower ideal fill factor as described by Eq. (7). Yet PERC cells have higher series 
resistances due to their localized contacts and this is why their fill factor is lower than the Al-BSF cells. 
Experimental βFF are plotted against the relative open-circuit voltage in Fig. 4a (where we see the lower 
open-circuit voltages of the Al-BSF cells), against the relative fill factor in Fig. 4b (where this time the 
higher fill factors for Al-BSF cells are visible) and against the relative height in Fig. 4c. The cells from the 
“BIR” groups show very dense clusters in Fig. 4a and 4b because of the smaller variations of the open-
circuit voltage with the Al-BSF cell type, and thus of the fill factor. βFF depends on the open-circuit 
voltage, so the linear trends visible in Fig. 1a for the Al-BSF cells appear as well in Fig. 4c. 
 
Fig. 4. βFF as a function of a) the relative open-circuit voltage, b) the relative fill factor, and c) the relative height in 
the brick for the four groups of ingots.  
 
 The relative temperature coefficient of the efficiency is the sum of the three previous coefficients 
so the effects of each coefficient are added. βη as a function of the relative height is shown in Fig. 5. We 
can observe that for the two “BIR” groups, there is an increasing trend. Thus the cells with the best 
c) 
b) a) 
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temperature coefficients will be found at the top of the ingot. This is explained by the improvement of βVoc 
and βIsc with the relative height (Fig. 2a and 3a respectively), combined with a small variation of the cell 
parameters along the ingot. As regards to the PERC cells, the data are more scattered due to the larger 
fluctuations of the open-circuit voltage and therefore of the temperature coefficients of βVoc and βFF (Fig. 
1b and Fig. 4a respectively). The best temperature coefficients seem to be in the middle of the ingot. 
However the constant improvement of the solidification process in the industry tends to reduce the 
variations of the cell parameters along the ingot. This will probably cause PERC cells to have the best 
temperature coefficients at the top of the ingot like the Al-BSF cells. 
 
 
Fig. 5. βη as a function of the relative height in the brick for the four groups of ingots. 
4.3. EFFECTS OF THE RESISTIVITY 
 
Reducing the ingot resistivity has been shown to have a beneficial effect on the temperature 
coefficients [7-9]. This improvement starts being significant below 1 Ω·cm for βIsc, βVoc and βη according 
to Mueller et al. [8]. However the experimental results on βFF do not seem to show an improvement. Ponce 
et al. [7] measured this beneficial impact of low resistivity on βFF and βη. However on βIsc and βVoc the 
effect is not clear. 
In the following, the role of reducing bulk resistivity is assessed with a focus on the impact on the 
cell parameters. The influence of the type of cells, with different series resistance but similar bulk 
resistivities, is also investigated. 
Decreasing the bulk resistivity, i.e. increasing the majority carrier concentration, can improve the 
open-circuit voltage and thereby the fill factor; however it reduces the minority carrier lifetime and 
thereby the short-circuit current. This decrease of the short-circuit current is displayed in Fig. 6 for the 
four ingots of the “Res after LID” group. The ingot Res1.Comp with the lowest resistivity has the lowest 
current. For the three other ingots no significant difference can be observed. And as discussed earlier, a 
reduced short-circuit current tends to show an improved βIsc. Therefore the cells from the Res1.Comp 
ingot, show the best temperature coefficients.  
Decreasing the resistivity enhances the open-circuit voltage which improves βVoc, as described in 
Eqs. (3), (6) and (7). This is displayed in Fig. 6b where the ingots with the lowest resistivities Res1.Comp 
and Res2.Comp have the highest open-circuit voltages, and the highest βVoc. 
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Fig. 6. a) βIsc as a function of the short-circuit current and b) βVoc as a function of the open-circuit voltage for the four 
ingots in the “Res after LID” group of cells. 
 
The relative temperature coefficient of FF depends mainly on the Voc (Fig. 3a) and the series 
resistance as seen in Eq. (6). To investigate the effects of the series resistance, we defined φ as follows: 
 ,exp 0 ,exp(1.02 )( 1/ )FF Voc cFF T     . (8) 
The experimental values of βFF and βVoc were employed to calculate it. The series resistance term 
in Eq. (6) is the main part of φ. But shunt resistance effects not considered in the equation are also present 
in φ. This parameter was plotted against the resistivity in Fig. 7a. The BIR cells which have a lower series 
resistance, for a same bulk resistivity, show higher φ. This explains why Al-BSF cells have an increased 
βFF compared to PERC (see Fig.4c). Decreasing the series resistance by reducing the bulk resistivity has a 
significant impact on φ. Ingot Res1.comp with a bulk resistivity around 0.5 Ω·cm exhibits the highest φ. 
The positive effect of a small series resistance on βFF was observed in Ref. [14]. 
                
 
Fig. 7. a) φ (cf. Eq. (8)) as a function of the bulk resistivity and b) βη as a function of the bulk resistivity for the two 
groups after LID. The error bars represent two times the standard deviation. 
b) a) 
a) b) 
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The temperature coefficient of the efficiency is plotted against the bulk resistivity in Fig. 7b. The 
error bars represent two times the standard deviation, i.e. ± 2SD. The group “BIR after LID” has a better 
average value of its temperature sensitivity compared to the two ingots Res.Noncomp and Res3.Comp 
which have similar bulk resistivities. However the overlapping of the error bars show it is not statistically 
significant. The average values of the cells from the ingots with different bulk resistivities are 
anticorrelated to the resistivity. This is explained by the improvement of all three temperature coefficients 
with a reduced bulk resistivity. The error bars are overlapping, which would mean that it is not statistically 
significant. This is caused by the large variations of the temperature coefficient along the ingot height, as 
shown in Fig. 8. The solar cells of the ingot Res1.Comp have distinctly improved βη on the almost entire 
ingot height. We can conclude therefore that decreasing the resistivity should be of advantage for the 
temperature coefficients.  
 
Fig. 8. βη as a function of the relative height for the “Res after LID” group. 
4.4. EFFECTS OF THE COMPENSATION LEVEL 
 
In this part, the group of cells “BIR after LID” will be discussed. The four different ingots with 
distinct blend-in-ratios give varying compensation levels at the bottom of the ingots, from 1.4 for the 
lowest blend-in-ratio to 2.2 for the highest. The compensation level is defined as the total amount of 
dopants divided by the net doping: 
 
     
  
B Ga P
B Ga P  
lC   
 
       
  (9) 
where [E] is the concentration of the element E, and [E
+/-
] the concentration of the ionized element. The 
compensation level increases along the ingot height according to the different segregation coefficients of 
boron, phosphorus and gallium.  
The relative temperature coefficient of the efficiency is plotted as a function of the compensation 
for the four different ingots in Fig. 9a. All four ingots have the same trend, an increasing temperature 
coefficient with an almost constant compensation level at the bottom of the figure. Then the compensation 
level starts increasing while the temperature coefficient keeps increasing steadily. This is an artefact of the 
effect of the relative height of the as cast ingots on the temperature coefficients as explained previously. 
The improvement of the temperature coefficient is only due to an increase of the relative height, which is 
correlated to the compensation level (especially at the end). This is further confirmed by the fact that all 
four ingots present the same trend only shifted along the compensation level axis. 
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To ensure the absence of correlation we plotted the mean values of the relative temperature 
coefficient of the efficiency shown in Fig. 9b with error bars which represent two times the standard 
deviation for the four ingots. And we observe that there is no statistically significant difference between 
the ingots with different blend-in-ratios.  
                 
 
Fig. 9. a) βη as a function of a) the compensation level and b) of the ingot for the cells of the “BIR” group. The error 
bars represent two times the standard deviation. 
 
4.5. EFFECTS OF LIGHT-INDUCED DEGRADATION (LID) 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10. βη as a function of the efficiency for the four groups of cells. 
 
The main effect of LID on the temperature coefficients is the decrease in the open-circuit voltage 
which worsens its temperature coefficient, as seen in Fig. 2b. The data points form a straight line meaning 
that no effect of LID on γ (in contrary of what was observed with the relative height) is visible. The 
decrease of the short-circuit current has little impact on its temperature coefficient as it seems it only 
“shifts” its trend to lower current (Fig. 3b). As regards to βFF, we can observe that all the points are 
a) 
  a) 
b) 
  a) 
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translated diagonally in direction of the lower-left corner after LID in Fig. 4a. This is caused by the open-
circuit voltage-dependence of this coefficient. Finally βη is plotted as a function of the efficiency in Fig. 
10. LID decreases the efficiency. And the temperature coefficient of the efficiency being the sum of the 
three previous coefficients cumulates the effects. Thus the temperature coefficients of solar cells after LID 
have declined, as was also observed in [13]. 
CONCLUSION 
 
The relative temperature coefficients of multicrystalline silicon solar cells with different bulk 
resistivities, compensation level, cell structures, and positions along the center brick were measured. We 
have shown that no significant difference was observed on the temperature coefficients of cells with 
different compensation levels. The temperature sensitivity is reduced for cells with a low bulk resistivity 
thanks to the improvement of the temperature coefficients of the open-circuit voltage, the fill factor and 
the short-circuit current. The variations of the principal cell parameters along the brick height influence 
the temperature coefficients. And the temperature coefficient of the open-circuit voltage is a function of 
the relative height itself because of the changes in recombination mechanism. This is observed by the rise 
of the parameter gamma along the ingot height. Therefore a trade-off has to be found between the relative 
height and the values of cell parameters to get the best temperature coefficient of the efficiency. For the 
Al-BSF cells the cells with the best temperature sensitivities are at the top of the brick while for the PERC 
solar cells it is situated near the middle owing to the more important decrease of the open-circuit voltage 
near the top. We have also seen that LID has a slightly negative impact on the temperature sensitivity due 
to the deterioration of the cell parameters. 
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Abstract 
The temperature sensitivity of silicon solar cells is in general assumed to be constant with irradiance in PV forecasting models, 
although it has been demonstrated experimentally that this is not true. In this study a theoretical model is established that 
describes the variation of the temperature coefficients of a silicon solar cell as a function of the irradiance. It is shown that the 
temperature sensitivity of the solar cell efficiency is decreasing with the irradiance and that the main reason for this behavior 
comes from the increase of the open-circuit voltage with light intensity. Moreover, a dependency of the cell´s ideality factor on 
the irradiance has to be assumed to receive good modelling results that can be confirmed experimentally. 
 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
Solar cells and PV modules are systematically characterized at standard test conditions (STC) fulfilling the 
ASTM norms. However, only in rare occasions will the operating conditions correspond to STC. To cope with this 
fact the parameter “temperature coefficient” has been introduced to describe how the cell and module power output 
vary with temperature. Knowledge of this temperature coefficient is crucial for the prediction of PV energy 
production. The operating temperature of a solar panel depends on the environmental conditions (irradiance, ambient 
temperature, wind speed) and on material properties (absorptance and reflectivity, heat transfer coefficients to air 
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and support structure, etc.). Various models for forecasting the PV energy production depending on the above 
mentioned parameters are reviewed in [1]. 
As given in section 3 below, the temperature coefficient of the efficiency or equivalently of the power output (βη) 
can be expressed as the sum of the temperature coefficients of open-circuit voltage (βVoc), short-circuit current (βJsc) 
and fill factor (βFF). In a recent paper [2], a theoretical model based on the work of Green [3] and Hirst and Ekins-
Daukes [4] establishes the direct link between the temperature dependences and the losses in a solar cell. The 
temperature coefficient of the open-circuit voltage is strongly related to the open-circuit voltage itself, which is a 
function of the irradiance. Thus it is pertinent to assume that the temperature sensitivity of a solar cell varies with 
irradiance as well. This study addresses this question and proposes an expression of the temperature sensitivity of a 
solar cell as a function of the irradiance. This theoretical model is compared to experimental values for two different 
feedstocks: compensated silicon solar cells made from ESS® and uncompensated silicon solar cells. The 
experimental values used in this study as well as the technical procedure to measure them are presented in [5]. 
The averaged characteristics of the solar cells are summarized in Table 1. Both lifetime and carrier mobilities are 
generally lower in compensated material [6-11], resulting in a somewhat lower short-circuit current. The open-
circuit voltage is slightly higher in this compensated silicon due to a lower ingot resistivity, meaning a higher net 
doping. This is visible in the series resistance which is lower for compensated silicon.  
Table 1. Averaged characteristics of the solar cells 
Feedstock Jsc (mA.cm
-2) Voc (mV) FF (%) η (%) Rs (Ω.cm) 
Compensated silicon 34.71 633 77.84 17.10 4.5 
Uncompensated silicon 35.17 631 78.43 17.41 5.2 
2. Irradiance dependence of the temperature coefficients 
2.1. Temperature coefficient of the short-circuit current 
The bandgap of silicon is decreasing with temperature causing the short-circuit current (Jsc) to increase. Jsc can be 
written as the product of an ideal current Jsc,1sun taken at one sun intensity, a collection fraction fc and the normalized  
irradiance X (in suns) [3] 
 ,1sc sc sun cJ J f X  . (1) 
The temperature coefficient of Jsc can be expressed as: 
 
,1
,1
1 1 1
sc
gsc sunsc c
J
sc sc sun g c
dEdJdJ df
J dT J dE dT f dT
     , (2) 
where Eg is the bandgap of the semiconductor. The first right-hand term is fixed for a certain semiconductor; its 
value is 167 ppm/°C for silicon [3]. The second right-hand term is the temperature sensitivity of the collection 
fraction, which depends on the design of the solar cell. Assuming that this parameter is independent of the irradiance 
gives a value for the temperature sensitivity of the short-circuit current which is independent of the irradiance as 
well. 
Up to an irradiance of about 1 sun, the experimental values do not show a dependency on the irradiance, as 
shown in Fig. 1. For higher irradiances, a slight decrease in the temperature coefficients is observed, indicating that 
our assumptions give inaccuracies at higher irradiance. The constant temperature coefficients of the short-circuit 
current for both feedstocks was thus fitted for irradiances below 1 sun. 
The benefit of compensated silicon is clear on this temperature coefficient and was already reported [12-14]. This 
advantage of compensated silicon could come from lifetime improvement in defect areas [10,15], or from the 
different mobility dependence with temperature [7,9,11,16]. 
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Fig. 1. Temperature sensitivity of the short-circuit current for compensated silicon (black) and uncompensated silicon (red). The triangles 
represent the experimental values and the lines the theoretical model. 
2.2. Temperature coefficient of the open-circuit current 
The relative variation of Voc accounts for 80–90% of the overall temperature sensitivity for reasonably good 
silicon solar cells [2]. The temperature coefficient of the Voc can be expressed as [3]:  
 
01 1
oc
goc c
V oc
oc oc c
EdV kT
V
V dT V T q q
 
 
     
 
 , (3) 
where k, q, Tc and Eg0 are, respectively, the electron charge, Boltzmann’s constant, the cell temperature and the 
linearly extrapolated bandgap of the relevant recombination process at 0 K. γ is a parameter corresponding to the 
temperature sensitivity of the recombination mechanism determining Voc. An accurate way of calculating this 
parameter is described in [17]. Justified by the low sensitivity of βVoc to γ (the dominant term on the right hand side 
of Eq. (3) is Eg0/q-Voc), we confined ourselves to the use of an approximate value of γ=3 here. The only factor with 
an obvious dependency on the irradiance is Voc itself. This can be described as: 
  ,1 lnoc oc sun
nkT
V V X
q
   , (4) 
where n is the ideality factor, X the irradiance in suns and Voc,1sun the Voc at one sun intensity. 
The temperature coefficient of Voc is negative and can be increased by raising Voc, which will decrease the 
temperature sensitivity of the solar cell. This means that decreasing the recombination currents in the bulk and on 
the surfaces of the cell greatly improves βVoc. As a result, the solar cells with the highest Voc will show good βη [18]. 
The irradiance dependence of the βVoc which is made by inserting Eq. (4) in (3) will now be compared to the 
experimental results from [5]. 
Voc is increasing with irradiance and as a consequence the temperature sensitivity of Voc is reduced. This can be 
seen in Fig. 2 where experimental values for βVoc of both compensated and uncompensated silicon solar cells are 
plotted together with results from modelling. The green dashed and dotted lines show the temperature coefficient 
modelled with fixed values for the ideality factor (used here n=1 and n=1.25). It is clear that when assuming a 
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constant ideality factor, the model captures the general trend, but fails to match the experimental results across the 
entire range of irradiances. Therefore, an ideality factor varying linearly with the irradiance was introduced to the 
modelling. The relevance of assuming an ideality factor that depends linearly on the irradiance is discussed in 
subsection 2.4. Using a linear ideality factor for curve fitting improved the results to nicely fit the experimental 
values on the complete range of irradiances. 
 
Fig. 2. Temperature sensitivity of the open-circuit voltage for a) compensated silicon and b) uncompensated silicon. The green dashed lines and 
dots represent the temperature sensitivity with a fixed ideality factor while the red and black lines show a linear-fitted ideality factor. Triangles 
are experimental values. 
The temperature coefficient of compensated silicon is slightly better, which is mainly due to a smaller ideality 
factor compared to uncompensated silicon. The compensated silicon solar cells have a Voc a few mV higher (2mV in 
average for these cells) than the uncompensated cells due to an increased doping level. This is explained by the use 
of lower resistivity ingots for compensated silicon. However this effect is rather small compared to the influence of 
the lower ideality factor. 
2.3. Temperature coefficient of the fill factor 
The fill factor is a parameter describing how much power you can extract from a cell given its Jsc and Voc. It 
depends mainly on the Voc and on the ideality factor which are related to the recombination mechanisms. On the 
other hand, parasitic series and shunt resistances decrease the fill factor and lower the maximum power that can be 
extracted from a device. For cells with a large shunt resistance, the temperature coefficient of the fill factor can be 
expressed as [3]: 
  
 0
1 1 1 1
1 1.02
/
oc s s
FF
oc oc sc s s
dV R dRdFF
FF
FF dT V dT T V J R R dT

   
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   
 , (5) 
where Rs is the series resistance, FF0 the ideal fill factor (free of series and shunt resistances effects), and voc is the 
normalized Voc. The latter two parameters can be expressed as 
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  (6) 
a b 
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and 
 oc oc
q
v V
nkT
  . (7) 
For good crystalline solar cells Eq. (5) can be simplified with Rs=0. Nevertheless, this assumption can be 
erroneous for solar cells with complex passivating layers where βFF can be found positive for such device [19]. The 
charge transfer mechanisms (thermionic emission or tunneling) strongly depend on temperature affecting the series 
resistance, thus leading to potential improvement of the FF at higher temperature. 
When inserting the irradiance dependency of Voc from Eq. (4) into (7) and then into (5), and fitting the 
temperature coefficient of the series resistance we obtain the results in Fig. 3. This gives βRs=0.15 %/K for 
compensated silicon and 0.3 %/K for uncompensated silicon which are typical values for multicrystalline silicon 
solar cells [20].  
 
Fig. 3. Temperature sensitivity of the fill factor for a) compensated silicon and b) uncompensated silicon. The green dashed lines and dots 
represent the temperature sensitivity with a fixed ideality factor while the red and black lines show a linear-fitted ideality factor from Fig. 2. 
Triangles are experimental values. 
A good fit is obtained for uncompensated silicon (Fig. 3b) whereas for compensated silicon (Fig. 3a) the 
theoretical curve matches experimental data for high irradiance (above 1 sun), while at low irradiance, the actual 
temperature sensitivity of the fill factor is higher than expected from the model. The ideality factor used to calculate 
this coefficient is the one fitted to the βVoc of Fig.2. Small variations of the ideality factor (as shown by the green 
dashed lines and dots in Fig. 3) result in large variations of the temperature coefficient of the fill factor. However, 
the good agreement of the theoretical model with the measured βFF for uncompensated silicon validates our method 
of fitting the ideality factor. The temperature coefficient of the FF is very sensitive to the ideality factor variations 
but less to the variations of the series resistance or to its temperature coefficient. The cause is the presence of the 
ideality factor in the dependence of Voc on the irradiance, and in the definition of the normalized Voc. The rise of βFF 
at low irradiance for the compensated material could be due to shunt resistance effects that were not considered in 
Eq. (5). 
2.4. Ideality factor varying with irradiance 
The ideality factor used to achieve the values in Fig. 2 was modelled with a linear dependency on the irradiance. 
To verify this assumption we compared our fitted function with experimental data of the ideality factor in Fig. 4. 
a b 
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The local ideality factor along the I-V curve of two generic mc-Si PV modules is evaluated by the RS-corrected n-I 
plot method [21]. First, the series resistance is estimated from classic n-I plot. The estimates are then fitted versus 
the equivalent cell temperature (ECT) determined from the open-circuit voltage. Then the Rs-corrected n-I plot is 
made which is supposed to be flat between open-circuit and the maximum power point. Finally, the module’s local 
ideality factor at open-circuit for multiple I-V curves recorded outdoors at different illumination levels is plotted 
over irradiance. The results for the two multicrystalline modules called Multi1 and Multi2 are given in Fig. 4. 
The two panels show a linear trend from 0.2 suns to 1.1 suns, however the slope is weaker compared to the 
ideality factors used in the fitting. And at low irradiance, below 0.2 suns, the experimental ideality factors increase 
rapidly. This behaviour is not taken into account in the model for the temperature coefficients. The linear model 
used in the fitting has, however, a trend and a magnitude comparable to that found experimentally for most of the 
relevant irradiance interval.  Further experiments are needed to confirm if compensated silicon solar cells in general 
have a lower ideality factor than uncompensated silicon solar cells. 
 
Fig. 4. The ideality factor as a function of irradiance. The red line is the fitted function described in section 2.2 for compensated silicon and the 
black line is the one for uncompensated silicon. The square blue and round cyan dots represent the ideality factor at Voc of two multicrystalline 
silicon modules measured during one day. 
3. Irradiance dependence of the temperature sensitivity of a solar cell 
The temperature sensitivity of the power extracted from a solar cell at the maximum power point can be written 
as the sum of the temperature coefficients of the Voc, Jos, and FF as follows: 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )oc scT V T J T FF T    ,  (8) 
which, after differentiation gives: 
 Voc Jsc FF       (9) 
When summing up the three theoretical models described by Eq. (2), (3) and (5), Fig. 5 is obtained. We can 
observe that the theoretical model in general overestimate the temperature sensitivity, although the model gives 
good predictions for cells made from uncompensated silicon. This overvaluation of the magnitude of βη is also 
observed when the three experimental temperature coefficients (βVoc, βJsc, and βFF) from [5] are summed up. 
Therefore the model presented in this study gives good values for the three temperature coefficients of a solar cell, 
but when summed up it tends to overestimate the temperature sensitivity of the efficiency. 
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Fig. 5. Temperature sensitivity of the efficiency (or power output) for compensated silicon (black) and uncompensated silicon (red). The triangles 
represent the experimental values and the lines the theoretical model. 
4. Conclusion 
In this study, a theoretical model was developed that explains the increase of the temperature sensitivity of solar 
cells at low irradiance. This is shown to come mainly from a decrease of the open-circuit voltage and thus of its 
temperature coefficient. The model does not account for the decrease of the temperature coefficient of the short-
circuit current at high irradiance, neither does it take into consideration the shunt resistances in the temperature 
coefficient of the fill factor which could explain the trend at low irradiance of compensated silicon. Finally, taking 
into account the irradiance dependency of the ideality factor is required to have a good fitting of the temperature 
coefficient of the open-circuit voltage, and this trend was subsequently confirmed on the module level. 
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